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A neural model is presented of how cortical areas V1, V2, and V4 interact to convert a textured 
2D image into a representation of curved 3D shape. Two basic problems are solved to achieve 
this: (1) Patterns of spatially discrete 2D texture elements are transformed into a spatially smooth 
surface representation of 3D shape. (2) Changes in the statistical properties of texture elements 
across space induce the perceived 3D shape of this surface representation. This is achieved in the 
model through multiple-scale filtering of a 2D image, followed by a cooperative-competitive 
grouping network that coherently binds texture elements into boundary webs at the appropriate 
depths using a scale-to-depth map and a subsequent depth competition stage. These boundary 
webs then gate filling-in of surface lightness signals in order to form a smooth 3D surface 
percept. The model quantitatively simulates challenging psychophysical data about perception of 
prolate ellipsoids (Todd and Akerstrom, 1987, J. Exp. Psych., 13, 242). In particular, the model 
represents a high degree of 3D curvature for a certain class of images, all of whose texture 
elements have the same degree of optical compression, in accordance with percepts of human 
observers. Simulations of 3D percepts of an elliptical cylinder, a slanted plane, and a photo of a 
golf ball are also presented. 
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Shape-from-texture (SFT) refers to 3D shape perception resulting from the projection of a 
surface texture onto the viewer’s retina. Such projections lead to texture gradients in the retinal 
image that can be used as a cue for shape and depth (Gibson, 1950). Understanding SFT is 
important for because we are constantly confronted with a great many textures lying on countless 
object surfaces with which we interact with on a daily basis. Moreover, such an understanding 
would help one to create machines that could “see” the 3D world and interact with it, such as a 
machine that could observe the shape of a terrain (e.g., the Martian surface) and navigate it 
depending on whether or not the ground ahead is too steep to traverse, or a machine that could 
observe the shape of an object, enabling the machine to reach out and grasp the object.  
 This article presents a neural model of SFT called the LIGHTSHAFT (LIGHTness-and- 
SHApe-From-Texture) model. This model utilizes monocular visual texture information to 
produce a 3D percept of surface lightness. It is built upon and extends the Form-And-Color-And-
DEpth (FACADE) model (Grossberg, 1987a, 1987b, 1994, 1997; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1987; 
Kelly and Grossberg, 2000) and the 3D LAMINART model (Cao and Grossberg, 2005; 
Grossberg and Howe, 2003; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004; Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh, 
2005), which explain and simulate a large amount of psychophysical and neurobiological data 
about 3D vision. FACADE models 3D perceptual grouping, surface perception, and figure-
ground separation. 3D LAMINART models the laminar visual cortical circuits that carry out 
stereopsis and solve the correspondence problem, leading to 3D boundaries and surfaces capable 
of representing slanted and curved 3D surfaces, and properties of transparency, neon-color 
spreading, and figure-ground separation. Although these models deal well with stereopsis and a 
variety of occlusion and transparency situations, they need to be further developed in order for 
them to account for other depth cues, including SFT. The model presented herein is a step in this 
direction. The model’s main innovation is to further develop FACADE concepts about how 
multiple scales work together to generate percepts of 3D shape. 
 Two basic problems must be solved to achieve this end: (1) Patterns of spatially discrete 
2D texture elements need to be transformed into a spatially smooth surface representation of 3D 
shape. (2) Changes in the statistical properties of texture elements across space need to induce 
corresponding changes in the perceived 3D shape of this surface representation. In the model, 
multiple filters of different spatial scale process the 2D image. Several filters can respond to the 
same texture features, but in different ways. The model clarifies how this ambiguous multiple-
scale representation of shape is disambiguated using cooperative and competitive boundary 
interactions (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1987) that, in concert with scale-to-depth and depth-to-
scale maps (Grossberg, 1994), carry out coherent perceptual groupings within depths. Across-
depth competition helps to refine the 3D boundary representations. These processes take place 
within multiple depth-selective boundary webs (Grossberg, 1987a; Grossberg and Mingolla, 
1987) before the boundary representations regulate the filling-in of a smooth 3D surface 
representation. The model’s competence is illustrated by simulating the large set of 
psychophysical data (involving twenty-five images) from Todd and Akerstrom (1987) about the 
perception of prolate ellipsoids, as well as 3D shape percepts of 2D images of an elliptical 
cylinder, a slanted plane, and a golf ball.  
 In the next section, the Todd and Akerstrom experiments are described and 
LIGHTSHAFT model simulations of their data are summarized. In Section 3, the structure of the 
model is described. In Section 4, the model is used to explain the Todd and Akerstrom results 
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and to simulate the elliptical cylinder, slanted plane and the golf ball. Section 5 compares the 
LIGHTSHAFT model with previous SFT models and supportive neurophysiological data. 
   
2 Todd and Akerstrom (1987) experiments 
The Todd and Akerstrom (1987) experiments investigated the perception of curved surfaces and 
were able to demonstrate that models of surface perception based on local estimates of depth 
and/or surface orientation (e.g., Stevens, 1981) are, at best, incomplete. We use the phrase 
“surface-texture” to refer to the distribution of texture on a 3D surface model to be rendered, and 
“image-texture” to refer to optical characteristics of the projection of surface-texture onto an 
image plane. In particular, Todd and Akerstrom demonstrated that curvature is perceived in cases 
where surface-texture element size is varied (i.e., the texture is inhomogeneous on the depicted 
surface), or when the surface-texture elements are not isotropic. Both of these manipulators 
would “break” a purely local model. Moreover, they demonstrated results contrary to the 
findings of Cutting and Millard (1984), who argued that the perception of curvature was largely 
dependent on changes in image-texture element compression. This was done by creating a 
stimulus where depthful perception of a curved surface can still be achieved for image-texture 
elements with constant compression. Todd and Akerstrom gave a partial explanation of their 
results in terms of a precursor to FACADE theory (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b). This 
article extends work by Grossberg and Mingolla (1987) that gave a partial qualitative 
explanation of the Todd and Akerstrom (1987) data by using multiple-scale boundary webs, and 
provides an explicit FACADE theory implementation that qualitatively explains and simulates 
Todd and Akerstrom’s results.  
 Stimuli such as those used in the Todd and Akerstrom (1987) experiments are shown in 
Figure 1 along with depth maps computed from the LIGHTSHAFT model response. These 
stimuli were produced following the descriptions of Todd and Akerstrom (1987) and using 
techniques detailed in Mingolla and Todd (1984) and Todd and Mingolla (1984). In their 
experiment, Todd and Akerstrom used five image conditions for which the image-texture 
structure for prolate ellipsoids was varied. The first two conditions correspond to different 
geometrical projections: high perspective (HP) and low perspective (LP, which approximates 
orthographic viewing; Forsyth and Ponce, 2003). The top row of Figure 1 demonstrates black 
and white images of HP prolate ellipsoids, where moving from left to right along the row 
corresponds to an increase in eccentricity of the ellipsoids, and thus an increase in the range of 
depth perceived in the surface. Just below each ellipsoid image one can see the corresponding 
colored depth maps computed by the model. Black corresponds to regions of the image where 
depth is not represented. Going from dark blue, through to green, yellow, and light yellow 
correlates with a shift from far to near depths. Thus, looking at the HP row of image/depth map 
pairs, one can see that the model accounts for the increase of perceived depth of the ellipsoids 
when moving from the left to the right.  
[Fig. 1 about here.]  
 The second row of image/depth map pairs in Figure 1 corresponds to the LP condition. 
One perceives the LP images as being less depthful than the HP images, and the depth maps 
show that the model accounts for this. The three remaining conditions investigated by Todd and 
Akerstrom are derived from the HP images. In particular, image-texture elements, computed 
under HP projection, were either forced to have constant compression (i.e., fixed aspect ratios) or 
random orientations. For image-texture elements with constant compression, they considered two 
cases. In the constant compression square (CCS) condition, image-texture area varied in 
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correspondence with the HP projection, but each of the elements had an identical square shape 
and random orientation. In the constant compression elongated (CCE) condition, patterns were 
generated in a similar way except that the image-texture element was elongated perpendicular to 
the tilt direction (i.e., the direction in the image plane along which the distance to the viewed 
surface increases most rapidly) with a 3:1 compression ratio. The third row of image/depth map 
pairs in Figure 1 corresponds to the CCE condition. Even though the texture elements in the CCE 
images have constant compression, one still sees depthful surfaces and this is accounted for by 
the depth maps computed from the model. The fourth row of image/depth map pairs in Figure 1 
corresponds to the CCS condition. The CCS images are perceived as flat and it is argued in this 
paper, through simulation results, that this perceived flatness results from a lack of coherent 
grouping across concentric bands of texture elements (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b, 
1987; Todd and Akerstrom, 1987). Analysis of the CCE condition is important because it shows, 
contrary to the findings of Cutting and Millard (1984), that depthful perception of a curved 
surface can still be achieved for a stimulus with constant compression. The CCS condition 
further illustrates that this result requires that the image-texture elements be anisotropic (i.e., 
elongated) and approximately co-linearly aligned. 
 In the random orientation (RO) condition, image-texture shape varied in correspondence 
with the HP projection, but each of the elements had constant area, was randomly oriented, and 
the image-texture density was uniform. The final row of image/depth map pairs in Figure 1 
corresponds to the RO condition. As with the CCS images, the RO images are perceived as flat 
as a result of a lack of coherent grouping.  
 The main idea behind how the model works is the following: The primary source of 
depthful information in the Todd and Akerstrom stimuli is the variation of texture element 
widths, but only those that are elongated and sufficiently aligned with one another so as to form 
coherent groupings of texture elements. Coherent groupings at different scales then convey the 
change in depth of the ellipsoid, assuming that scale and depth are largely correlated, such that 
large is usually near and small is usually far when a single surface slanted in depth is viewed 
(Gibson, 1950; Grossberg, 1987b, 1994, 1997; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1987). The HP, LP and 
CCE conditions all contain sufficiently elongated and aligned texture elements in order for the 
different scale texture elements to be grouped into the appropriate depths. The CCS and RO 
conditions have insufficiently aligned texture elements, and the CCS case has square texture 
elements; thus any texture element groupings are weak and incoherent, and flat percepts result. 
 Todd and Akerstrom asked observers to judge the depths of stimuli like those presented 
in Figure 1. Observers had to assign a depth value between 1 and 5, inclusive, to each ellipsoid 
image. Figure 2a plots the quantitative judged depth data against the simulated depth of the 
ellipsoids. Considering first the judged depths corresponding to the HP condition (solid curve), 
one can see that observers underestimate the simulated depth. For the LP condition (dashed) the 
images are judged to be slightly less depthful than for the HP condition. The CCE case (solid-
with-crosses) is judged to be depthful but over a narrower range of depths than the high and LP 
conditions. The CCS (solid-with-circles) and RO (dash-dot) cases both give flat depth percepts 
and so the judged depth curves are flat. The following sections explain how the model is able to 
achieve a good match with the Todd and Akerstrom Data. 






This section describes the LIGHTSHAFT neural model for 3D SFT (see Figure 3). Each 
subsection presents a stage of the model. Because of the correspondence that exists between 
model stages and their analogs in vivo, we will henceforth refer to certain model stages by their 
corresponding physiological terms. Section 5.2.1 of the discussion reviews physiological 
evidence for each model stage. The stages of the model include: Lateral Geniculate Nucleus 
(LGN), oriented simple cells, complex cells, spatial competition, orientation competition, bipole 
grouping cells, filling-in cells, and 3D surface representation cells.  
[Fig. 3 about here.] 
 These stages of the model can be divided into two main systems of the FACADE model 
(Grossberg, 1983, 1994; Grossberg and Todorović, 1988; Kelly and Grossberg, 2000): the 
Feature Contour System (FCS) and the Boundary Contour System (BCS). The FCS represents 
surface lightness signals in depth, while the BCS provides boundaries-in-depth that can trap 
these surface lightness signals into perceptually appropriate configurations. The LGN inputs to 
both the FCS filling-in stages and the BCS boundary grouping stages. In particular, the LGN 
stage provides a multiple-scale contrast-enhanced ON and OFF channel representation of the 
image contrast that can be used both as a foundation for a multiple-depth boundary 
representation of the image and to provide contrast signals to the filling-in stages. The multiple-
scale boundary representation is achieved using the simple cells, and further processing by the 
remaining BCS stages produces a multiple-depth boundary web (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1987), 
or form- and scale-sensitive plexus of boundaries, that can be used by the filling-in stages to trap 
the LGN’s multiple-scale contrast signals and form a multiple-depth representation of surface 
lightness. 
 This section briefly describes the structure and function of the model, whose processing 
stages are shown in Figure 3. Subsequent subsections “unpack” the function of each model 
component that is mentioned in the present overview. Moreover, we explain how each stage of 
the model contributes to converting a 2D textured input image into a neural representation of a 
3D surface.  As already noted, an input image is processed by the multiple-scale ON and OFF 
channels of the LGN. Multiple-scale ODD and EVEN simple cells of the Primary Visual Cortex 
(V1) detect local oriented contrasts through the combined processing of the ON and OFF LGN 
channels. In order to form complex cells in V1, the simple cell activations of opposite contrast 
polarity are pooled. Multiple-scale complex cells combine odd and even simple cell responses to 
produce “spatial-phase tolerant” responses. A cooperative-competitive feedback loop in V1, 
composed of multiple-scale spatial competition cells, multiple-scale orientation competition 
cells, and multiple-depth bipole grouping cells, realizes the scale-to-depth mapping which aids in 
the conversion of different sized image-texture elements into a representation of surface depth. 
The spatial competition cells process the complex cell responses as well as depth-to-scale 
feedback from the multiple-depth bipole grouping cells in order to spatially sharpen bottom-up 
complex cell inputs, as well as coherently grouped feedback signals at different scales. 
Orientation competition cells select the strongest orientations from the spatial competition cell 
responses to ensure that the bipole cell groupings are as coherent as possible. Then multiple-
depth bipole cells try to form coherent groupings from the multiple-scale orientation-competition 
cell inputs. The depth competition cells in V2 select the strongest orientation-pooled bipole 
signals across depth, providing a multiple-depth boundary representation that can be used to 
describe the depth of the surface. The depth competition cells then gate the filling-in of ON and 
OFF LGN feature contour signals in the ON and OFF filling-in stages in V4. The final multiple-
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depth representation of the surface viewed in the image is given by subtracting the OFF filling-in 
response from the ON filling-in response, thereby providing a lightness representation of the 3D 
surface in depth.  
 The LIGHTSHAFT model does not make explicit assumptions about the homogeneity or 
isotropy of textured surfaces, unlike various other approaches to analyzing SFT (Aloimonos, 
1986; Blake et al., 1993; Blake and Marinos, 1990; Gårding, 1993; Li and Zaidi, 2004; Marinos 
and Blake, 1990; Rosenholtz and Malik, 1997; Todd and Akerstrom, 1987; Todd et al., 2004; 
Witkin, 1981; Zaidi and Li, 2002). While such assumptions are useful for algorithmic purposes 
and are consistent with certain psychophysical results, there is no neurophysiological evidence 
that the brain uses such assumptions to estimate shape. Instead, the LIGHTSHAFT model 
embodies statistical properties of the visual environment in its perceptual filtering and grouping 
kernels, which enable its scale-to-depth and depth-to-scale mappings to convert a multiple-scale 
representation of a 2D image into a multiple-depth representation of the shape perceived from 
that image. The model hereby makes use of the idea that the scale distribution/spatial frequency 
spectrum in an image is correlated with changes in 3D surface depth (Grossberg, 1987b, 1994; 
Sakai and Finkel, 1995, 1997). For the LIGHTSHAFT model, 6 scales, 16 orientations, and 6 
depths were used. The choice of 16 orientations was made in order to ensure proper tracking of 
oriented contrast distributions for curved surfaces. The 6 scales and 6 depths were selected in 
order to provide a sufficiently dense discretization of scale and depth for the purposes of this 
study. The paragraphs that follow describe the biological plausibilty, structure and purpose of 
each stage of the model.  
 
3.1 ON and OFF channels of the LGN 
Retinal processing contributes to the determination of an absolute lightness scale through two 
processes: light adaptation (Grossberg, 1983; Grossberg and Hong, 2006; Martin, 1983; Werblin, 
1971) and contrast adaptation (Baccus and Meister, 2002; Demb, 2002; Grossberg and Hong, 
2006). The LGN then generates contrast signals using multiple-scales of antagonistic ON-center 
OFF-surrounds and OFF-center ON-surrounds (Grossberg and Hong, 2006; Hubel and Wiesel, 
1961).  
 This article deals only with static images with similar lightness ranges. A retinal stage is 
not included in the model because it does not have to account for adaptation effects. Instead the 
LGN stage processes the image directly, producing a multiple-scale contrast-enhanced 
representation of the image. The LGN stage consists of 6 spatial scales in order to sufficiently 
track the changes in the size of texture in the image. The different scale representations are 
extracted using both ON-center OFF-surround (ON units) and OFF-center ON-surround (OFF 
units) kernels. The ON units are excited when light signals fall in the center of their receptive 
field and inhibited when light falls in their surround. OFF units react in the opposite way 
(Schiller, 1992). For each scale, the center-surround kernels have fixed narrow centers so as to 
preserve fine image lightness information for the purposes of filling-in (Grossberg et al., 1995; 
Grossberg and Hong, 2006; Mingolla et al., 1999), while surround sizes differ in order to provide 
the different scale sensitivity. 
 The LGN stage is simulated using feedforward shunting equations (Grossberg, 1973, 
1983). These equations, defined in Appendix A.1, provide a formulation for the ON and OFF 
channels and their push-pull interactions which are common to the LGN and V1 layer 4 
(Livingstone and Hubel, 1984, 1988). The relative sizes of the LGN center-surround filters are 
presented in Appendix B. As mentioned above, the purpose of the LGN stage is to provide a 
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multiple-scale contrast-enhanced representation of image contrast that can be used to produce 
both a multiple-depth boundary representation of the image and signals to drive the surface 
filling-in stage. Figure 4 schematizes how the ON and OFF LGN cells of the FCS provide input 
to both the BCS and the ON and OFF filling-in channels of the FCS. The LGN ON and OFF 
channels first process the image using center-surrounds, and then push-pull interactions which 
spatially sharpen the contrast signals produced by the center-surrounds. In response to the LGN 
input, the BCS computes a multiple-depth boundary web that gates filling-in within ON and OFF 
filling-in networks whose responses are used to create a 3D surface lightness representation. 
Figure 5 demonstrates how the ON and OFF LGN cells provide input to the model BCS by 
projecting to the odd and even simple cells. 
[Fig. 4 about here.]    
 
3.2 Simple Cells 
One of the first stages of V1 cortical processing is performed by oriented simple cells (Hubel and 
Wiesel, 1959, 1962). These cells have elongated excitatory and inhibitory zones that form an 
oriented receptive field. This allows simple cells to produce a multiple-scale boundary 
representation of the image by processing the multiple-scale un-oriented signals of the LGN 
(Grossberg, 1983; Grossberg and Todorović, 1988; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). In the 
LIGHTSHAFT model, simple cells have multiple-scale odd-symmetric and even-symmetric 
receptive fields which are self-similar, that is, for a given receptive field symmetry (odd or even), 
different sized fields have the same structure, up to a uniform scaling of the two-dimensions of 
the field (Grossberg, 1983). Each receptive field consists of ON- and OFF-subregions. The ON-
subregions receive excitatory ON LGN signals and inhibitory OFF LGN signals, while the OFF-
subregions have the converse relation to the LGN channels (Hirsch et al., 1998; Raizada and 
Grossberg, 2001; Reid and Alonso, 1995). This structural organization is embodied by the 
convolution of the ON- and OFF-subregions with their corresponding LGN inputs. 16 discrete 
orientations are used in order to be able to track the changes in orientation in the Todd and 
Akerstrom stimuli and to approximate the continuum of orientation selectivity observed for 
simple cells (Ringach et al., 2002). Each receptive field is defined by either a Difference-Of-
Gaussians (DOG, even-symmetric) or a Difference-Of-Offset-Gaussians (DOOG, odd-
symmetric) filters (Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997; Malik and Perona, 1990; Parker and 
Hawken, 1988). Moreover, these filters are sensitive to polarity of contrast. The responses of the 
ON- and OFF-subregions are combined to provide the multiple-scale oriented contrast-polarity-
sensitive simple cell outputs (Raizada and Grossberg, 2001).  
 The simple cells are the main means of tracking changes in scale of image texture, 
because their receptive fields are self-similar; that is, they look the same up to a uniform scaling. 
As a result, larger simple cells need more input to fire as vigorously as smaller simple cells. The 
simple cells, however, provide only a local representation of scale in the image (Sakai and 
Finkel, 1995, 1997). Without further processing, it would be hard to generate a depth 
representation that is not sensitive to local scale changes or image noise since individual simple 
cells have high or low activity depending on how they align with individual texture elements. As 
a result, subsequent grouping and competition stages are necessary for estimating depth from the 
image. The simple cell equations are presented in Appendix A.2. The relative sizes of the simple 
cell DOG and DOOG filters are presented in Appendix B. Figure 5 schematizes how the odd and 
even simple cell responses are derived from the ON and OFF LGN cell responses. 
[Fig. 5 about here.]     
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3.3 Complex Cells 
The first and simplest model of complex cells in V1 was presented by Hubel and Wiesel (1959, 
1962). They demonstrated that complex cells were oriented, contrast-polarity insensitive and also 
phase-insensitive. They argued that these properties arose from the spatial pooling of oriented 
simple cells with opposite contrast-polarity sensitivities. This model has been incorporated as 
one piece of more elaborate filtering and boundary grouping models published by Grossberg and 
colleagues (Grossberg, 1983, 1987a, 1987b; Grossberg and Howe, 2003; Grossberg and 
Mingolla, 1987; Grossberg and Todorović, 1988; Kelly and Grossberg, 2000). However, these 
models typically combine spatial-phase insensitivity with a spatial competition stage which 
performs competition both across-position and within-orientation. The spatial competition stage 
usually occurs after the pooling of opposite contrast-polarity simple cell signals into complex 
cell receptive fields at each point in the image; cf., Figure 3.  
 In the LIGHTSHAFT model, complex cells pool both odd-symmetric and even-
symmetric simple cells of opposite contrast-polarities at each point in the image (Grossberg and 
McLoughlin, 1997; Raizada and Grossberg, 2001). This pooling is defined in Appendix A.3. 
Combining both odd and even simple cells gives a more complete estimate of the local changes 
of scale in the image. Figure 5 demonstrates how the odd and even simple cell responses are 
pooled to generate complex cell responses. 
 
3.4 Cooperative-Competitive Feedback Loop 
The complex cells provide a multiple-scale-and-orientation boundary representation of the 
image. How can this boundary representation can be converted into a depth representation of the 
image? Complex cells are sensitive to binocular disparity, but there are no binocular disparity 
cues in response to a monocularly-viewed textured object. Grossberg (1994) analyzed how the 
brain exploits the size-disparity correlation (Julesz and Schumer, 1981; Kuffler, 1978; Prince et 
al., 2002; Prince and Eagle, 1999; Richards and Kaye, 1974; Schor and Tyler, 1981; Schor and 
Wood, 1983; Schor et al., 1984; Smallman and MacLeod, 1994; Tyler, 1975, 1983) to generate a 
3D representation of a 2D scene by pooling selective responses of multiple scales of complex 
cells to generate a 3D boundary representation that is capable of supporting a 3D representation 
of surface lightness. This is accomplished by a (multiple scale)-to-(multiple depth) mapping that 
combines output from multiple scales to compute the total evidence for an object at a prescribed 
depth. This scale-to-depth mapping is embodied within a cooperative-competitive feedback loop 
(Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b, 1987) that coherently groups texture-
element signals into the appropriate depths, thus helping to solve the problem of how to convert 
oriented responses to discrete texture elements in the image into a smooth depthful surface 
representation of that image. Spatial and orientation competition stages select the input signals 
which have more statistical support, while the bipole cell grouping stage creates coherent 
groupings of the selected signals. The feedback loop takes the complex cell responses as input 
and involves the following sequence: competition across position → competition across 
orientation → bipole grouping → competition across position (see Figure 3). The two 
competition stages are multiple-scale, while the bipole grouping stage is multiple-depth. Thus 
when the orientation competition cells project to the bipole grouping cells there is a scale-to-
depth map, and when the bipole cells feedback to the spatial competition cells there is a depth-to-
scale map (see Figure 3). This framework results in bipole cell responses that provide a multiple-
depth-and-orientation boundary representation of the surface and helps to determine the final 3D 
surface representation.  
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 To demonstrate the robustness of the current modeling framework, three cases of scale-
to-depth maps were implemented: triangular map matrix, diagonal map matrix and conservation 
of synaptic sites. Since the model involves feedback, the scale-to-depth map requires both a 
scale-to-depth map matrix for the 6 orientation competition scales to project to the 6 bipole 
depths, and a depth-to-scale map matrix for the 6 bipole depths to feed back to the 6 spatial 
competition scales.  
 The triangular map matrix case involves scale-to-depth and depth-to-scale map matrices 
in forms that are consistent with the size-depth correlation (Braun and Weisstein, 1988; 
Grossberg, 1994; Sakai and Finkel, 1995) and the size-disparity correlation (Julesz and Schumer, 
1981; Kuffler, 1978; Prince et al., 2002; Prince and Eagle, 1999; Richards and Kaye, 1974; 
Schor and Tyler, 1981; Schor and Wood, 1983; Schor et al., 1984; Smallman and MacLeod, 
1994; Tyler, 1975, 1983). The size-depth correlation is important for SFT since variations in 
spatial frequency (i.e., size) are correlated with variations in perceived depth for SFT stimuli. 
The basic idea behind the size-depth correlation is that, for continuous surfaces that can be 
segmented from a visual scene, large surface features (i.e., low spatial frequencies) are typically 
perceived to be nearer than small surface features (i.e., high spatial frequencies). The size-
disparity correlation, defined in psychophysical terms, is the relationship between the disparity 
range for binocular stereopsis and spatial frequency. Essentially, low spatial frequencies can be 
fused over a larger range of disparities than high spatial frequencies.  
 In the triangular map matrix case, the furthest depth receives inputs from all scales with 
the strongest connections coming from the smaller scales. Nearer depths progressively receive 
less input from smaller scales than further depths receive. This occurs to the point where the 
nearest depth only receives input from the largest scale. The exact values of the scale-to-depth 
and depth-to-scale map matrices, dsW  and sdW  respectively, used by the model are presented in 
Appendix C. The diagonal values of the scale-to-depth and depth-to-scale map matrices are 
stronger than the other weights of the matrix. This indicates that the scale-to-depth map is biased 
by the size-depth correlation since small scales are predominately mapped to far depths and large 
scales are predominantly mapped to near depths. 
 Although LIGHTSHAFT does not model binocular vision, aspects of SFT are related to 
mechanisms for perceiving binocular depth. Indeed, FACADE theory laid a foundation for 
understanding how 3D percepts of 2D images may be generated by using the brain’s mechanisms 
for perceiving the binocularly viewed world in depth (Grossberg, 1994, 1997). In particular, both 
binocular vision and SFT depend on multiple-scale processing. The size-disparity correlation 
posits that large scales can fuse over both large and small disparities, while small scales can only 
fuse over small disparities. This can be taken to mean that large scales provide input to a larger 
range of depths than small scales. The off-diagonal weights of the scale-to-depth and depth-to-
scale map matrices take this idea into account by allowing the larger scales to provide input to 
more depths than do the smaller scales. 
 The conservation of synaptic sites case is a variation of the triangular matrix map case 
where the sum of the input weights projecting to each depth in the scale-to-depth map, or each 
scale in the depth-to-scale map, is constant across all depths and scales, thus conserving the 
number of synaptic sites attaching to a bipole cell of a given depth, or a spatial competition cell 
of a given scale. This case is consistent with the size-depth and size-disparity correlations in a 
similar way as the triangular map matrix case. For this case, the values of the scale-to-depth and 
depth-to-scale map matrices, dsW  and sdW  respectively, used by the model are presented in 
Appendix D. 
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[Fig. 6 about here.]  
 Figure 6a illustrates a schematic of the scale-to-depth map for the triangular map matrix 
and conservation of sites cases where the multiple-scale cells project to the multiple-depth bipole 
grouping cells, which in turn provide feedback to the multiple-scale cells, thus completing the 
cooperative-competitive feedback loop. The left bipole cell (labeled as an infinity-type symbol) 
corresponds to the farthest depth, and in accordance with the scale-to-depth map of these cases, 
receives input from, and provides feedback to, cells of all the scales (indicated by ellipses). The 
middle bipole cell corresponds to a mid-range depth and receives input from, and provides 
feedback to, only the larger scales. The right bipole cell corresponds to the nearest depth and 
receives input from, and provides feedback to, only the largest scale.  
 In the diagonal map matrix case, scale maps to depth in a one-to-one manner that is 
consistent with the size-depth correlation, but does not try to consider the size-disparity 
correlation. For this case, the values of the scale-to-depth and depth-to-scale map matrices, dsW  
and sdW  respectively, used by the model are presented in Appendix E. Figure 6b illustrates these 
maps for the diagonal map case. Note that each bipole cell receives input from, and feeds back 
to, only one scale. The far bipole connects to the small scale, the middle depth to the middle 
scale, and the near bipole to the large scale.  
 Each stage of the cooperative-competitive feedback loop is computed using the 
equilibrium form of the model equations. The feedback loop is repeated until equilibrium is 
reached, through a process of relaxation. This speeds up simulation times compared to when 
numerical integration is used. Moreover, in order to speed up simulations the complex cell 
response was sub-sampled, by taking every 12th pixel along both of the image dimensions. This 
means that the complex cell array (see Appendix A.3) which had original dimensions 481 x 481 
x 16 x 6 was reduced to the size 41 x 41 x 16 x 6. These dimensions are also used by the spatial 
competition, orientation competition, bipole grouping and depth competition cells. When the 
depth competition cell responses are projected to the filling-in stage they are resized back to the 
original dimensions using nearest neighbors interpolation in order to preserve image detail in the 
final 3D surface representation.  
 
3.4.1 Spatial Competition Cells 
The spatial competition cells (Gove et al., 1995; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985b, 1987; 
Grossberg et al., 1995) are modeled as hypercomplex cells in V1. See Appendix A.4. They are 
represented by a multiple-scale shunting neural network which performs competition both across 
position and within orientation. Moreover, the spatial competition stage uses radially-symmetric 
kernels of different scale that are self-similar. See Appendix B for these kernels. Each scale of 
the spatial competition stage spatially sharpens the combination of bottom-up inputs from 
multiple-scale complex cells and feedback from multiple-depth bipole cells. Figure 5 illustrates 
how the spatial competition cells receive lateral inhibition from the bottom-up complex cell input 
and top-down bipole cell feedback. This diagram depicts feedback from one bipole cell. 
However, in the model, a spatial competition cell of a given scale can receive feedback from 
bipole cells of up to 6 depths depending on the scale-to-depth map (schematized in Figure 6 and 
detailed in Appendices C, D and E).  
 The spatial competition cell responses are passed onto the multiple-scale orientation 
competition cells (Figure 3). The scale-to-depth map occurs between the multiple-scale 
orientation competition cells and the multiple-depth bipole cells. Feedback from the bipole cells 
to the spatial competition cells carries out the depth-to-scale map (Figure 3).  
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3.4.2 Orientation Competition Cells 
The orientation competition cells (Gove et al., 1995; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b, 
1987; Grossberg et al., 1995) are also modeled as hypercomplex cells in V1. They are 
represented by a multiple-scale shunting neural network where competition occurs both across 
orientation and within position. This competitive interaction is the same for all scales. The 
multiple-scale orientation competition stage preserves strong-orientation signals from the spatial 
competition stage while inhibiting weaker orientation signals, thus helping the bipole cells to 
form more coherent groupings. The outputs of the orientation competition cells project to the 
multiple-depth bipole cells through the scale-to-depth map (see Appendices C, D and E). The 
equations for the orientation competition cells are presented in Appendix A.5. Figure 5 shows 
how the orientation competition cells apply cross-orientation inhibition to the spatial competition 
cell outputs. 
 
3.4.3 Bipole Grouping Cells 
Bipole cells realize the grouping of texture elements necessary for a coherent depth 
representation (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b, 1987; Grossberg et al., 1995; Grossberg 
and Swaminathan, 2004; Mingolla et al., 1999; Raizada and Grossberg, 2001; see also Field, 
Hayes and Hess, 1993; Heitger et al., 1998; Kellman and Shipley, 1991). The bipole cells are 
modeled as V2 neurons in layer 2/3 (Bosking et al., 1997; McGuire et al., 1991; Schmidt et al., 
1997; von der Heydt et al., 1984). In particular, bipole cells can form a boundary web (Grossberg 
and Mingolla, 1987) through cooperative grouping and competitive selection of boundaries. 
Boundary webs help to trap lightness signals within appropriate surfaces in depth.  
 In the model, the multiple-scale orientation competition cells project to the multiple-
depth bipole cells (Figure 5). Boundary grouping then occurs in each depth using the bipole filter 
defined in Appendix A.6.1 and presented in Appendix B. The bipole cell formulation described 
in Appendix A.6 is based on the formulations used in Gove et al. (1995), Grossberg and 
Mingolla (1987), and Raizada and Grossberg (2001). For each bipole cell, there are two 
inhibitory interneurons, or interneuronal populations (Grossberg and Howe, 2003; Grossberg and 
Swaminithan, 2004; Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh, 2005), rather than just one (Raizada and 
Grossberg, 2001). This hypothesis makes the bipole cell groupings more robust to parameter 
changes. Although the bipole cells provide a multiple-depth-and-orientation boundary 
representation of the image, this representation is enhanced by the depth competition stage which 
receives the orientation-pooled bipole cell activations as input. Figure 5 depicts input from 
orientation competition cells of a single scale to a bipole cell of a single depth. In the model, an 
orientation competition cell of a given scale can connect to bipole cells of up to 6 depths 
depending on the scale-to-depth map (schematized in Figure 6 and detailed in Appendices C, D 
and E).   
 
3.5 Depth Competition Cells 
The depth competition cells are also modeled as V2 neurons. They are represented by a multiple-
depth shunting network with uniform competition across depth and within position. The depth 
competition cells process the orientation-pooled bipole cell responses to give a multiple-depth 
boundary web which represents the BCS output. These cells project to the ON and OFF filling-in 
domains, or FIDOs, to gate the filling-in of surface feature signals projected from the LGN. The 
equations describing the depth competition cells are defined in Appendix A.7. Figure 5 illustrates 
how the depth competition cells apply across-depth inhibition to their bipole cell inputs. This 
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diagram depicts only input from one bipole cell. In the model, a depth competition cell of a given 
depth receives excitation and inhibition from bipole cells of all 6 depths. The depth maps, as 
shown in Figure 1, are computed from the depth competition response by determining the 
activation-based weighted average of depth at each pixel. Moreover, the depth maps are 
computed only in the region of the image where the continuous surface is present. This assumes 
that there is a figure-ground segmentation process going on that separates the textured surface in 
the image from the background; cf., Grossberg (1994, 1997).  
 
3.6 ON and OFF filling-in domains and the 3D surface representation 
The ON and OFF FIDOs are modeled as V4 neurons. Filling-in has typically been modeled by a 
diffusion network (Cohen and Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg and Hong, 2006; Grossberg and 
Todorović, 1988; Hong and Grossberg, 2004; Pessoa et al., 1995). However, alternatives to a 
physical diffusion process in the form of long-range interactions for filling-in have been 
proposed and shown to run 1000 times faster (Grossberg and Hong, 2006; Hong and Grossberg, 
2004). The ON and OFF FIDOs in the present model are based on the diffusion network used by 
Grossberg and Todorović (1988). The multiple-depth boundary webs computed by the BCS trap 
the diffusion of surface lightness signals generated from the LGN output. This boundary-gated 
surface filling-in concept has been used to describe many psychophysical data about brightness, 
color, and 3D figure-ground perception (Grossberg et al., 2002; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a; 
Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh, 2005; Kelly and Grossberg, 2000).  
 When projecting the multiple-scale ON and OFF LGN signals to the multiple-depth ON 
and OFF filling-in channels, the scale-to-depth map described for the BCS is not used. Instead, 
scale-pooled LGN signals are projected to each depth. Figure 4 schematizes how the ON and 
OFF FIDOs receive input from the LGN cells and the BCS. In Figure 4, there are LGN cells of 
only one scale and filling-in cells of only one depth. In the model, 6 LGN scales project to each 
filling-in depth and each filling-in depth receives gating signals from its corresponding BCS 
depth.  
 Before inputting to the filling-in stages, the BCS multiple-depth representation computed 
on a sub-sampled image grid is resized back to the original image grid in order to preserve image 
detail. Multiple-depth filling-in of LGN signals then occurs within these depth-selected 
boundaries. Within each depth and position, the OFF filled-in response is subtracted from the 
ON filled-in response to obtain the 3D surface representation, that is interpreted to lie in V4 
(Schiller, 1994, 1995; Schiller and Lee, 1991; Zeki, 1983a, 1983b). The 3D surface 
representation is a multiple-depth representation of the surface perceived in the input image. The 
equations describing the ON and OFF FIDOs are defined in Appendix A.8, while the equation 
describing the 3D surface representation is defined in Appendix A.9.   
 
4 Computer Simulations 
This section discusses how the LIGHTSHAFT model fits the Todd and Akerstrom (1987) data 
seen in Figures 1 and 2. Simulations of an elliptical cylinder, slanted plane and golf ball image 
are also summarized.  
 
4.1 LIGHTSHAFT Model Simulations of the Todd and Akerstrom (1987) Data 
Generating a 3D surface percept from a 2D input image relies on scale-to-depth and depth-to-
scale maps (described in Section 3), which help to transform a multiple-scale representation of 
the 2D image into a multiple-depth representation of the image. To demonstrate the robustness of 
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the LIGHTSHAFT model framework, three cases of the scale-to-depth and depth-to-scale maps 
were simulated: a triangular map matrix, a diagonal map matrix and conservation of synaptic 
sites (see Section 3 and Appendices C, D and E). Figure 1 shows the depth maps computed using 
the triangular map matrix case. Figures 2b-d display the standard deviation of the model’s depth 
maps for each of the 25 ellipsoid images presented in Figure 1 computed using the triangular 
map matrix, diagonal map matrix and conservation of sites cases, respectively. Comparing 
Figure 2a with Figures 2b-d shows that there is a good qualitative match of the curves for all of 
the Todd and Akerstrom stimulus cases and scale-to-depth map cases. For the HP, LP and CCE 
conditions, the model-data matches arise because the model is able to form groupings of the 
oriented energy of sufficiently aligned and elongated texture elements. These groupings form in 
different depths depending on the different scales of the texture elements, thus giving rise to 
depthful model percepts (see Figure 1; 1st row of image/depth map pairs: HP; 2nd row: LP; 3rd 
row: CCE). For the CCS and RO conditions, the model-data matches arise because the texture 
elements are either not aligned or isotropic. Thus there is little ability to form strong groupings. 
This allows the near depth to dominate at the depth competition stage of the model, leading to 
flat model percepts (see Figure 1; 4th row: CCS; 5th row: RO).  
 
4.1.1 Simulations of the High Perspective Condition 
In order to better understand how the model works, consider first the number 5 HP condition (top 
right image in Figure 1) simulated using the triangular map matrix case. Figures 7a and 7b show 
the LGN ON and OFF channel responses respectively. Each panel in each figure corresponds to 
a scale. The top left panel corresponds to the smallest scale, then moving right along the rows 
and down along the columns corresponds to an increase in scale. For each panel, the brighter the 
image at a given point the stronger the activation at that point. Moreover, each panel is 481 x 481 
pixels in size. These LGN stages provide a multiple-scale, contrast-enhanced representation of 
the image, where each scale response has been computed using center-surround kernels that have 
a fixed center size, but a different surround size depending on the scale.  
[Fig. 7 about here.]  
 Figure 7c shows the sub-sampled multiple-scale-and-oriented complex cell responses that 
pool odd and even simple cell responses to the ON and OFF LGN channels (Section 3.4 explains 
the need for sub-sampling). The complex cell responses are plotted using needle plots, wherein a 
longer needle of a given orientation indicates greater activation for that orientation. For each 
panel, there are 41 x 41 needle sites corresponding to the cell locations of that scale. This low 
spatial resolution version of the complex cell responses helps one to better visualize the 
prevalence of oriented energy at different image locations. The bottom panel helps one to see this 
more clearly by showing a zoomed in version of the largest scale response panel (3rd down on 
the right). From the complex cell response one can see that there is a significant amount of 
oriented energy in the direction perpendicular to the direction of tilt, especially in the smaller 
scales. The goal of the cooperative-competitive feedback loop is to take advantage of this 
appropriately aligned energy to form circular bands of grouping within the appropriate depths.  
 Figure 8a displays the multiple-scale-and-oriented spatial competition cell equilibrium 
responses. These cells spatially sharpen both the bottom-up complex cell responses as well as the 
depth-to-scale mapped bipole grouping cell responses using center-surrounds that vary with 
scale. Here, small scales are sharpened on a small spatial scale while large scales are sharpened 
on a large spatial scale. This can be seen mainly for scales 3-5 in Figure 8a where the thickness 
of the bands of increases with an increase in scale.  
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[Fig. 8 about here.]  
 Figure 8b illustrates the multiple-scale-and-oriented orientation competition cell 
equilibrium responses. These cells orientationally sharpen the spatial competition cell responses 
using center-surrounds across orientation that are the same for all scales. This sharpens the 
orientation representation of the model by eliminating weak orientation signals at each point in 
the image. This can be observed through the reduced variation of orientations seen when 
comparing Figure 8b of the orientation competition cells with Figure 8a of the spatial 
competition cells.  
 This orientation sharpening helps to make more coherent circular groupings within depth, 
as can be seen in Figure 8c where the multiple-depth-and-oriented bipole grouping cell responses 
are displayed. As depth gets nearer, the circular bands become thicker and the peak activation of 
the bands shifts towards the center of the image; cf., Grossberg and Mingolla (1987). These 
strong bands arise from a combination of the scale-to-depth map (when the orientation 
competition cells project to the bipole cells) and the bipole grouping kernel. The depth-to-scale 
mapped feedback from the bipole cells to the spatial competition cells also helps to reinforce the 
formation of these strong bands of grouping.  
 Figure 8d demonstrates the multiple-depth depth competition cell responses to their 
bipole grouping cell input. For each panel, there are 41 x 41 pixels corresponding to the cell 
locations of that depth. This figure shows that depth competition allows one to compute a 
multiple-depth boundary web that can be used to trap surface lightness signals into the 
appropriate depths. This is seen by noting that, for the number 5 HP surface, the periphery is 
represented at further depths, while there is a shift towards a central representation for nearer 
depths. Since the boundary webs shown in Figure 8d are thick bands of activation lying on a sub-
sampled image grid, this representation is resized back to the original image dimensions using 
nearest neighbors interpolation, so that the model can properly gate the filling-in of the image-
texture elements.  
 Figures 9a and 9b show the ON and OFF filling-in responses, respectively. For each 
FIDO (ON or OFF), the filled-in responses are obtained through the diffusion of their LGN 
feature inputs summed across all scales (Figures 7a and 7b show the LGN ON and OFF 
responses before summation over scale) trapped into the appropriate depths by the multiple-
depth boundary representation (Figure 8d). A final representation of the number 5 HP surface is 
obtained simply by subtracting the OFF filling-in response from the ON filling-in response. For 
each panel, there are 481 x 481 pixels corresponding to the cell locations of that depth. This final 
result (Figure 9c) is a multiple-depth representation of surface brightness.  
[Fig. 9 about here.]  
 The simulation results for the number 1 to 4 HP conditions arise in a similar way to the 
number 5 case. However, as the depthfulness of the surface decreases, the texture elements 
become more isotropic and, although perspective projection leads to colinear texture elements in 
the periphery, grouping signals in the further depths become progressively weaker. This 
increasingly allows for the nearer depths to dominate, thus giving rise to flatter percepts when 
decreasing the surface depth (i.e., decreasing from surface number 5 down to 1). This result is 
observed clearly in the top row of Figure 1, where moving from right to left corresponds to a 
decrease in perceived surface depth which is matched well by the model. To understand more 
directly how weak grouping signals allow depth competition to produce flatter percepts, consider 
the responses of the bipole grouping and depth competition stages to the number 1 HP condition 
in Figures 10a and 10b, respectively. While the bipole grouping cells appear to show some 
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grouping at the further depths, the actual activations are not strong enough to completely survive 
the depth competition stage. This is illustrated by the strong near-depth responses in Figure 10b.  
[Fig. 10 about here.]  
 
4.1.2 Simulations of the Low Perspective Condition 
The LP condition simulations provide similar, but less depthful, results when compared to the 
HP condition. This is demonstrated by the lower slope of the LP curve compared to the HP curve 
in Figure 2 for both the psychophysical data (Figure 2a) and the model (Figures 2b-d). Thus the 
model is consistent with the general result that orthographic projections (LP) give less depthful 
stimuli than (high) perspective projections. The model is able to account for this result by the 
simple fact that the LP images (2nd row of Figure 1) have a narrower range of texture-element 
size variation when moving from the center of the image to its periphery, than do the HP images 
(1st row of Figure 1). Going by the size-depth correlation (see Section 3.4), the narrower range 
of texture-element sizes implies a narrower range of depth.  
 The LIGHTSHAFT model thus processes the narrower range of texture-element sizes 
and creates less depthful percepts for the LP case than when compared to the HP case. We can 
see this more directly by comparing simulations of the number 5 LP and number 5 HP 
conditions. The end panels in the 1st and 2nd rows of Figure 1 show the images of the number 5 
HP and LP cases, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the LP case has a narrower range of 
texture-element sizes (biased more towards large scales) compared to the HP case. This narrower 
range of scales is exemplified by the responses of the complex cells. Figures 7c and 11a display 
complex cell responses for the HP and LP cases, respectively. For the LP case, one observes 
more activation in the larger scale complex cells than in the smaller scales, while for the HP case 
activation is more distributed across the scales.  
[Fig. 11 about here.]  
 This greater bias towards the larger scales for the LP case (resulting from the bias of 
larger scales in the input image as opposed to some built-in model bias) leads to a greater bias 
towards nearer depths. Figures 8d and 11b show the depth competition cell responses for the 
number 5 HP and LP cases, respectively. If one considers just the nearest depth in these figures, 
the central activation is slightly broader and stronger (i.e., brighter in terms of the figure) for the 
LP case than for the HP case. This bias towards nearer depths for the LP case gives rise to less 
depthful model depth maps when compared with the HP case. This can be observed by 
considering Figure 1 where the 5th column displays number 5 image/depth map pairs for the HP 
(1st row) and LP (2nd row) conditions. Although the difference is only slight, one can see that 
the central region for the LP case has a larger distribution of white and yellow (nearest depths) 
than does the HP case. This qualitative observation is quantified in Figures 2b-d where the 
standard deviation of the depth maps is plotted for the HP and LP cases, and for the three scale-
to-depth map cases, respectively. Focusing on the HP and LP curves at the points corresponding 
to the number 5 surface condition (i.e., simulated depth of 5), one can see that the standard 
deviation of the depth maps is less for the LP case. Thus the LIGHTSHAFT model is capable of 
explaining how LP projection leads to less depthful percepts than HP projection.  
 
4.1.3 Simulations of the CCE Condition 
As discussed in Section 2, the CCE condition (the third row of Figure 1) was introduced to test 
the idea that perception of depth and curved surfaces depends largely on changes in texture-
element compression (Cutting and Millard, 1984; Todd and Akerstrom, 1987). The CCE case 
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demonstrates the Todd and Akerstrom (1987) finding that depthful percepts can still be obtained 
when texture-element compression is constant and the texture-elements are elongated 
perpendicular to the tilt direction. Figures 1 and 2 show that the model can account for the 
judged depths of the CCE stimuli for different simulated surface depths. The model also 
accounts for the relative relationships of the judged depth curves for the CCE, HP and LP 
conditions (i.e., for low simulated depths the CCE curve is above the HP curve, while for high 
simulated depths the CCE curve is below the HP curve).  
 The model is able to create depthful percepts for the CCE stimuli because, even though 
image-texture element compression is constant (i.e., they have the same axis-ratios), the texture 
elements still decrease in size when shifting from the center of the image to the periphery and 
they are elongated in the direction perpendicular to the tilt direction. The colinear alignment of 
the elongated texture elements allows for bipole grouping, and the variations in scale enable 
these groupings to be formed in particular depths. This can be understood in more detail by 
considering the simulation of the number 5 CCE image (end of the 3rd row in Figure 1) using the 
triangular map matrix case. Figure 12a shows that the complex cells are able to detect the 
oriented energy of the elongated texture elements of different scales, and Figure 12b illustrates 
that the bipole cells can form groupings of these oriented signals in the appropriate depth planes. 
Depth competition (see Figure 12c) then helps to refine the multiple-depth boundary 
representation that leads to the final 3D surface representation shown in Figure 12d.  
[Fig. 12 about here.]  
 The model accounts for the relative relationships of the judged depth curves for the CCE, 
HP and LP conditions (see Figure 2) mainly because the scale-to-depth map depends heavily on 
the size-depth correlation. This can be further understood by focusing on the number 1 simulated 
depth. For the number 1 simulated depth, the range of scale variation is largest for the CCE 
condition, 2nd largest for the HP condition and smallest for the LP condition (left-most images in 
3rd, 1st, and 2nd row of Figure 1, respectively). The perceived depth of these images also 
decrease in this order (see Figure 2a). The model complex cells detect the different scale ranges 
of the different images. Since the scale-to-depth map depends on the size-depth correlation, the 
variation of depths activated at the bipole cell stage is largely proportional to the variation of 
scales activated at the complex cell stage. This leads to final surface representations that match 
well with the perceived depth ordering of the CCE, HP and LP conditions for the number 1 
simulated depths. Moreover, the model percepts also capture the perceived depth orders of the 
same conditions for simulated depths 2 to 5.  
 
4.1.4 Simulations of the CCS Condition 
The CCS condition (4th row of Figure 1) illustrates that the size-depth correlation cannot be used 
as the only cue for judging depth from textured images. This is true because, even though the 
greater simulated depth images of the CCS case contain texture elements that vary in size 
moving from the center of the image to the periphery, all of the CCS images are perceived as flat 
(see Figure 2a). The model is able to prevent these scale variations from being interpreted as 
depth variations through the bipole grouping mechanisms and the subsequent depth competition 
stage. For the CCS images, the image texture elements are square and randomly oriented, thus 
making it difficult for the model to form strong boundary groupings from the multiple-scale 
complex cell responses. Compared to the HP, LP and CCE cases, the groupings formed at the 
bipole cell stage are much weaker in response to CCS stimuli, especially for the farther depths. 
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This allows the depth competition stage to favor the near depths, leading the model to produce 
flat percepts.  
 This result can be understood by considering the simulation of the number 5 CCS 
condition image (end of the 4th row in Figure 1) using the triangular map matrix case. Figure 13a 
shows that the complex cells are able to detect the oriented energy of the texture elements of 
different scales, although these activations show much less colinear alignment and are weaker 
than those detected for the number 5 CCE condition (Figure 12a). As a result, the groupings 
formed by the bipole cells (Figure 13b) are weaker, especially for far depths when compared to 
the CCE condition. The depth competition stage weakens the far depth representations, thereby 
allowing the nearest depth to win the competition (Figure 13c). The output of the depth 
competition stage is then used to gate the surface filling-in that leads to the final surface 
representation (Figure 13d). Since the nearer depths are the only ones to survive the competition, 
filling-in within texture-element boundaries only occurs in the nearer depths. Thus the image is 
perceived as a flat surface.  
[Fig. 13 about here.]  
 The same mechanisms that produced a flat model percept for the number 5 CCS 
condition image are also the cause of the flat percepts produced for simulated depths numbers 1 
to 4.  
 
4.1.5 Simulations of the RO Condition 
The model explanation for the flat percept (Figure 2a) of the RO condition images (5th row of 
Figure 1) is similar to that given for the CCS condition. Although the high simulated depth 
images of the RO case contain texture elements that vary in size in a different manner to the CCS 
case (because of their constant area), the texture elements have very little colinear alignment. As 
was true for the CCS case, the model is able to prevent these scale variations from being 
interpreted as depth variations through the bipole grouping mechanisms and the subsequent 
depth competition stage. Since the RO condition image contains randomly oriented texture-
elements, it is difficult for the model to form strong boundary groupings from the multiple-scale 
complex cell responses. Compared to the HP, LP and CCE cases, the groupings formed at the 
bipole cell stage are much weaker in response to randomly oriented texture-element stimuli, 
especially for the farther depths. Subsequent processing by the depth competition stage leads to 
flat percepts.  
 This result can be further understood by considering the simulation of the number 5 RO 
condition image (end of 5th row of Figure 1) using the triangular map matrix case. Figure 14a 
shows that the complex cells are able to detect the oriented energy of the texture elements of 
different scales. However, these activations show much less colinear alignment than those 
detected for the number 5 HP condition (Figure 7c), from which the RO condition was created. 
As a result, the groupings formed by the bipole cells (Figure 14b) are weaker, especially for far 
depths when compared to the HP condition. The depth competition stage weakens the far depth 
representations, thereby allowing the nearest depth to win the competition (Figure 14c). The 
output of the depth competition stage is then used to gate the surface filling-in that leads to the 
final surface representation (Figure 14d). While the nearest depth dominates most of the surface 
representation, there is some middle depth representation of the surface, indicating that it is 
slightly harder for the model to create flat percept representations for the RO case than it is for 
the CCS case. 
[Fig. 14 about here.]  
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 The same mechanisms that produced an approximately flat model percept for the number 
5 RO condition image are also the cause of the flat percepts produced for simulated depths 
numbers 1 to 4.  
 
4.2 Simulation of the elliptical cylinder, slanted plane and golf ball 
The model deals with the elliptical cylinder image (top left of Figure 15) in the same ways that it 
dealt with the HP, LP and CCE conditions. Namely, the variation in scale gives rise to the 
variation in depth seen in the depth maps for the three scale-to-depth map cases (left column of 
Figure 15). Similar statements hold for the slanted plane and golf ball simulation. The slanted 
plane (middle column of Figure 15) has a slant of 55o at the center of the image, assuming line of 
sight is perpendicular to the image plane. (Slant is defined as the angle between the surface 
normal at a point and the line of sight.) This slant results in a large range in the sizes of image-
texture elements, which is captured in the depth maps computed by the model. The texture 
elements in the golf ball image (right column of Figure 15) have a fair amount of large scale bias 
since the golf ball is spherical, as opposed to having a long depth axis like the prolate ellipsoids 
of Todd and Akerstrom. This large scale bias leads to depth maps that favor the near depths as a 
result of the size-depth correlation that is sensed by the scale-to-depth map. Both the elliptical 
cylinder and slanted plane images contain texture lying next to the image edge. Since the spatial 
competition stage of the model uses large filters (see Appendix B), the model is subject to large 
edge effects in these two cases. To counteract this, the elliptical cylinder and slanted plane were 
simulated with initial image dimensions of 781 x 781 pixels and sub-sampling down to 71 x 71 
pixels. The results displayed in Figure 15 for the cylinder and plane correspond to the central 481 
x 481 pixels of the image and the central 41 x 41 pixels of the computed depth map.     




5.1 Comparison of LIGHTSHAFT with previous SFT  Models and 
Neurophysiological Data 
Since Gibson began the scientific study of SFT, a major research focus has been to perceptually 
isolate different kinds of texture gradients (i.e., scaling/perspective, foreshortening/compression, 
density, or area) and study their effects on 3D shape perception (Blake et al., 1993; 
Braunstein, 1976; Braunstein and Payne, 1969;  Cumming et al., 1993; Cutting and Millard, 
1984; Stevens, 1981, 1984; Todd and Akerstrom, 1987). These perceptual studies have been 
accompanied with computational studies that have tried to explain how these different gradients 
can induce shape perception (Aloimonos, 1988; Bajcsy and Lieberman, 1976; Purdy, 1958; 
Witkin, 1981). Derivation of the mathematical relationship between these gradients and 
projective scene geometry for both planar (Stevens, 1981) and curved (Gårding, 1992) surfaces 
has lead to the development of algorithms that use local affine texture distortion measurements to 
estimate local surface orientation and curvature parameters (Clerc and Mallat, 2002; Malik and 
Rosenholtz, 1997) from which shape can be calculated. A variety of other algorithms have also 
been developed that either use linear/non-linear filtering (Freeman and Torralba, 2002; Torralba 
and Freeman, 2002; Torralba and Oliva, 2001, 2002) or statistical approaches (Aloimonos, 1988; 
Blake and Marinos, 1990; Brown and Shvayster, 1990; Davis et al., 1983; Forsyth, 2001; 
Gårding, 1993; Ikeuchi, 1984; Kanatani, 1984; Kanatani and Chou, 1989; Marinos and Blake, 
1990; Super and Bovik, 1995; Witkin, 1981) to estimate SFT. The focus of this line of research 
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has been computational modeling of how the problem of SFT might be solved algorithmically, 
rather than on modeling the neural circuitry of the primate visual system. Despite the limited 
biological focus of these models, many of them take into account a variety of psychophysical 
phenomena.   
 Two neural models of SFT are the Sakai and Finkel (1995, 1997) Average Peak 
Frequency (APF) model and the Zaidi and Li (2000) Matched-Filters for Shape Identification 
model. The latter is a model of shape identification (i.e., it determines if a shape is concave or 
convex) rather than a model which provides a neural representation of perceived shape. Fleming, 
Torralba and Adelson (2004) have provided a similar framework for shape based on specular 
reflections. The APF model begins with neurons depicting the multiple-scale-and-orientation 
structure of the early visual stages, but then the output of these neurons is transformed into an 
APF map of the image. A processed version of the APF map corresponds to the shape estimated 
from the textured image. Although the APF model can account for a large set of stimuli, this 
final representation requires that at each point in the image only one neuron is needed to encode 
any depth based on its firing rate. Such cells have not been found to date in the visual system. 
Neither for SFT (Connor, 2002; Howard, 2003; Liu et al., 2004; Tsutsui et al., 2002; Tsutsui et 
al., 2005) nor for the more studied topic of stereo-disparity defined depth (Cumming and Parker, 
1999, 2000; Hinkle and Connor, 2002; Janssen et al., 1999, 2000a, 2000b; Nguyenkim and 
DeAngelis, 2001, 2003; Poggio, 1995; Prince et al., 2002; Sakata et al., 1998; Shikata et al., 
1996; Taira et al., 2000; Tsao, 2003). On the other hand, the LIGHTSHAFT model estimates 
SFT using a biologically plausible combination of spatial and rate coding through interactions 
between boundary and surface representations. In addition, the LIGHTSHAFT model provides a 
more complete explanation of the Todd and Akerstrom (1987) data than that given by Sakai and 
Finkel (1995), who simulated the perceived depths of prolate ellipsoids with polka-dot surface 
texture in only the LP case, and variations upon the CCS, RO and constant area cases. 
 Neurophysiological research on SFT, although limited, has demonstrated that cells in 
caudal intraparietal cortex (CIP) (Tsutsui et al., 2002) and inferior temporal cortex (IT) (Liu et 
al., 2004) are tuned to specific 3D surface orientations for imaged surfaces whose depth is 
defined by texture gradients. In particular, cells in CIP are selective to the tilt direction of a 
slanted plane defined by a texture gradient. Neurons in IT are selective for the tilt of texture-
defined surfaces, largely independent of the surface slant. In several cases in both CIP and IT, 
the tilt preferences are similar regardless of whether the surface is defined by different textures 
or disparity gradients. Since CIP and IT are high in the visual hierarchy, it is not clear whether or 
not these surface orientation signals are used to represent 3D shape or depth percepts. An 
alternative may be that these signals are computed from a perceptual representation of 
shape/depth in order for the brain to perform other shape-based tasks; for example, guiding hand 
movements about an object, because CIP directly projects to the ‘hand’ area, in the anterior 
intraparietal (AIP) cortex (Sakata et al., 1998).  
 The structure of the LIGHTSHAFT model creates a 3D surface representation without 
the use of cells that explicitly encode 3D surface orientation. The present article hereby shows 
that many challenging SFT data can be explained by using multiple-scale boundary web 
perceptual groupings whose bipole grouping cells preferentially group visual features at a single 
depth. This bipole grouping theory has a natural extension to grouping by cells that are sensitive 
to 3D surface orientation, which becomes an increasingly important cue when processing 
surfaces that are tilted or curved in 3D. Indeed, disparity gradient cells (DeAngelis, 2000; Hinkle 
and Connor, 2002; Janssen et al., 2000b; Lee, 1999; Nguyenkim and DeAngelis, 2003; Ryan and 
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Gillam, 1993; Sakata et al., 1999; Seyama et al., 2000, Thomas et al., 2002) can form coherent 
groupings across depths. These types of cells have been used by Grossberg and Swaminathan 
(2004) to explain developmental, attentional and bistability data about 3D perception of slanted 
and curved surfaces and of 2D images. In this work, these disparity gradient cells are predicted to 
be specialized types of bipole grouping cells. It remains to develop a theory of multiple-scale 
boundary webs whose bipole cells can group both within and across depth.  
Such an extension would allow for strong 3D boundary groupings along any contour on a 
surface. For the case of prolate ellipsoids, the grouping mechanisms, which occur within depth, 
of the LIGHTSHAFT model form the strongest boundary groupings along contours of minimum 
curvature; i.e., concentric rings on the ellipsoid surface which are oriented parallel to the image 
plane for the images presented here. The inclusion of bipole cells that can group across depths 
would also likely lead to strong 3D boundary groupings along contours of maximum curvature in 
a manner that is dependent upon the surface texture of the ellipsoid. Li and Zaidi (2000, 2001; 
Zaidi and Li, 2002) have proposed that oriented energy along contours of maximum and 
minimum curvature help determine our perception of SFT. In particular, the perception of the 
direction of surface slant, or the sign of surface curvature. Todd and colleagues argue that this is 
true only for a specific set of surfaces, textures, and viewing conditions (Todd and Oomes, 2002; 
Todd et al., 2004). An extension of the LIGHTSHAFT model, to incorporate mechanisms which 
can group boundaries across depth, may shed additional light on this problem because it would 
have the flexibility to investigate more completely how the relationship between surface texture 
and surface contours influences our perception of SFT.   
 The neural code used in the model to create the 3D surface representation of an image is 
a combination of spatial and rate coding within interacting boundaries and surface 
representations: the spatial and rate code within the boundary representations locates the neurons 
that code 6 distinct depths at different positions of the visual field. These boundary signals are 
predicted to be amodal, or invisible, within the (V1 interblob)-to-(V2 pale stripes)-to-V4 cortical 
processing stream (Grossberg, 1994). By gating the filling-in of visible surface brightness, 
lightness, and color, these boundary signals enable a second spatial and rate code to be computed 
within the (V1 blob)-to-(V2 thin stripe)-to-V4 cortical processing stream. Here the consciously 
seen lightness or brightness at a given spatial location increases with the response rate of cells at 
that location.    
 
5.2 Model Propositions, Predictions and Simplifications 
The model described in this article is based upon conceptual ideas that have been developed as 
part of an emerging unified theory of how the visual cortex sees the world in depth, including the 
FACADE and 3D LAMINART models (Cao and Grossberg, 2005; Grossberg, 1987a, 1987b, 
1994; Grossberg and Howe, 2003; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004; Grossberg and 
Yazdanbakhsh, 2005; Kelly and Grossberg, 2000), which have explained and predicted a large 
amount of neurobiological and psychophysical data. The key concepts of this theory that have 
been integrated and further developed within the LIGHTSHAFT model are: the size-disparity 
and size-depth correlations (Grossberg, 1994), the use of bipole cells within multiple-scale, 
cooperative-competitive feedback loops to create coherent groupings in the form of boundary 
webs (Grossberg, 1987b; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1987), and surface capture via the 3D gating 
of surface filling-in by these boundary webs (Grossberg, 1987b, 1994). The size-disparity and 
size-depth correlations have been used to define the scale-to-depth and depth-to-scale maps that 
are incorporated into the cooperative-competitive feedback loop, which takes a multiple-scale 
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representation of the image and converts it into a coherent multiple-depth boundary web. The 
model also uses a depth competition stage to refine the multiple-depth representation.  
 Two of the most important parameters of the model are the number of scales and the 
number of depths. Scale and depth, two continuous variables in the world, are represented in a 
quantized manner in the model because neurons are discrete elements. The choice of 6 scales and 
6 depths tries to approximate the continuum of scale and depth, while at the same time keeping 
the model’s implementation at a tractable size. In the visual cortex, cells tuned to different scales 
and depths sufficiently cover the continuum of these two variables (De Valois et al., 1982; Prince 
et al., 2002). Grossberg and Swaminithan (2004) have simulated how the gradually changing 
distribution of activity across depths can generate a continuous representation of depth. 
 
5.2.1 Scientific Support for the Model Stages  
The different stages of the model embody explanations and predictions about the structure and 
function of the visual system. The LGN, simple cell and complex cell stages have the strongest 
neurobiological support. In the LGN, the different scale representations are extracted using both 
ON-center OFF-surround and OFF-center ON-surround kernels. This simulates the cell types 
having concentric center-surround receptive fields in the retina (Barlow, 1953; Cook and 
McReynolds, 1998; Kuffler, 1953; Werblin and Dowling, 1969) and the LGN (Dubin and 
Cleland, 1977; Hubel and Wiesel, 1961; Jones et al., 2000). Moreover, the changes in scale of 
the center-surround receptive fields is consistent with the luminance/lightness coding properties 
of the LGN (Barlow et al., 1978; Kayama et al., 1979; Marrocco, 1972; Papaioannou and White, 
1972; Rossi and Paradiso, 1999; Rossi et al., 1996) and V1 (Bartlett and Doty, 1974; Friedman et 
al., 2003; Kayama et al., 1979; Kinoshita and Komatsu, 2001; Komatsu et al., 1996; MacEvoy et 
al., 1998). In particular, the LIGHTSHAFT model uses a fixed narrow center kernel with the 
different surround scales (Grossberg and Hong, 2006; Grossberg et al., 1995; Mingolla et al., 
1999) and thereby also simulates the output of a sharp center at the ganglion cells due to 
interactions in the retinal network (Cook and McReynolds, 1998; Roska et al., 2000). 
 As in the brain, model simple cells possess an oriented receptive field that is formed by 
elongated excitatory and inhibitory zones (DeAngelis et al., 1995; De Valois and De Valois, 
1980; Hawken and Parker, 1991; Heeger, 1991; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Jones and Palmer, 
1987; Parker and Hawken, 1988; Ringach et al., 2002; Szulborski and Palmer, 1990; Tsao et al., 
2003). The model incorporates two common receptive field configurations: the odd-symmetric 
and even-symmetric cases (Jones and Palmer, 1987; Malik and Perona, 1990; Parker and 
Hawken, 1988; Szulborski and Palmer, 1990). Although these cases appear to be part of a 
continuum of receptive field configurations (Parker and Hawken, 1988), they have been 
commonly used as archetypal receptive fields in the areas of neuroscience and neural modeling 
(De Valois and De Valois, 1980; Grossberg, 1983; Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997; Grossberg 
and Mingolla, 1987; Grossberg and Todorović, 1988; Heeger, 1991; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; 
Kandel et al., 1991), in part because of the appeal of symmetry, and also because they can be 
used as basis functions for computing simple cell receptive fields that have neither odd nor even 
symmetry.  
 The properties of the spatial competition cells, orientation competition cells, and bipole 
grouping cells receive support from both psychophysical and neuroscience data (Callaway, 1998; 
Field, Hayes and Hess, 1993; Gove et al., 1995; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b, 1987; 
Grossberg et al., 1995; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004; Heitger et al., 1998; Kellman and 
Shipley, 1991; Mingolla et al., 1999; Peterhans and von der Heydt, 1989; Raizada and 
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Grossberg, 2001, von der Heydt et al., 1984). Since the model tries to quantitatively simulate 
complex psychophysical data about SFT, simplifications are made at the level of neural circuitry. 
3D LAMINART models (Cao and Grossberg, 2005; Grossberg and Howe, 2003; Grossberg and 
Swaminathan, 2004; Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh, 2005; Raizada and Grossberg, 2001) are 
more articulated than LIGHTSHAFT with respect to incorporating known facts of detailed 
laminar local circuit connectivity. Raizada and Grossberg (2001) have demonstrated the 
biologically plausibility of bipole cells by simulation and citing evidence of excitatory horizontal 
connections between V1 and V2 layer 2/3 pyramidal cells with colinear, co-axial receptive fields 
(Bosking et al., 1997; Schmidt et al., 1997). The excitation of these horizontal connections is 
balanced by inputs from inhibitory interneurons in layer 2/3 that are driven by layer 2/3 
pyramidal inputs (McGuire et al., 1991). This cooperative-competitive balance leads to the 
bipole property. This laminar bipole design is incorporated within LIGHTSHAFT.  
 
5.2.2 Texture Segmentation Assumption 
A major assumption applied to computing the depth maps of the model (Figures 1 and 15) is that 
a texture segmentation process separates the textured surface in the image from the background. 
The texture segmentation process is not implemented explicitly in this model. Instead, the depth 
maps are computed only in the region of the image where the surface is present. If depth maps 
were computed over the entire image, there would also be signals coding depth in the 
background regions, and these signals would contribute to the computed standard deviation of 
the depth map that is used to describe the Todd and Akerstrom (1987) judged depth data. The 
occluding boundary in each input image between the textured surface and the background 
contains both large and small scale information and thus it is difficult to assign it an appropriate 
depth. In order to avoid this problem, all depth maps are computed in the region of the textured 
surface that is slightly inside of the occluding contour. Grossberg (1994, 1997), Grossberg and 
Yazdanbakhsh (2005, and Kelly and Grossberg (2000) describe FACADE theory mechanisms 
that are capable of separating 3D figures from their backgrounds. 
 
5.2.3 Sub-sampling  
A simplification in implementing the model is sub-sampling of the complex cell responses from 
481 x 481 pixels down to 41 x 41. This simplification ensures that the cooperative-competitive 
feedback loop (spatial competition, orientation competition, and bipole grouping cells) can be 
simulated in a reasonable amount of time. For a single input image, at a resolution of 481 x 481 
pixels, the LGN, simple cell and complex cell stages together take on the order of 20 minutes to 
simulate in MATLAB® (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick MA, U.S.A.) on a 3 GHz Pentium IV 
processor and with 3 Gb RAM. This duration results from the large number of convolutions 
required. At a resolution of 41 x 41, pixels the cooperative-competitive feedback loop takes on 
the order of 5 minutes, even though equilibration requires 20 relaxation steps. At a resolution of 
41 x 41 pixels, the depth competition stage runs on the order of 10 seconds. The bulk of the 
simulation time lies with the FIDOs, which at a resolution of 481 x 481 pixels require 15 minutes 
to simulate each depth plane.  
 Given that the sub-sampling used is nearly 12 fold, it is impressive that these simulations 
work as well as they do. The sub-sampling has the strongest effects for the smallest scales where 
the activation of the complex cells has transitions over regions only a few pixels in size. With 
nearly 12 fold sub-sampling, many of these transitions are removed from the overall small scale 
signal representation. Since large scales have slower transitions of activation over space, less 
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information is lost from sub-sampling. Despite the reduced sampling, all scales still contain 
sufficient orientation specificity to form the necessary groupings required for the final 3D 
surface representation. In addition, the representation of the farther depths, which is driven 
primarily by the “less spatially informative” small scales, receives extra support from larger 
scales through the scale-to-depth map when either the triangular map matrix or conservation of 
sites cases are used. This extra support helps to generate more coherent far-depth representations.  
 
5.2.4 Sub-sampling vs Pyramid Architecture 
An alternative to the sub-sampling used in the current model is to use a pyramid architecture 
(Adelson et al., 1984; Burt and Adelson, 1983; Freeman and Adelson, 2002; Simoncelli and 
Freeman, 1995). Such an architecture would preserve the high resolution in the small scales and 
reduce the resolution of the larger scales where high resolution is not really necessary. For the 
purposes of this project, a pyramid was not implemented for the following reasons: First, if the 
scales had different pixel dimensions, the weighted interactions between scales and depths would 
be more complicated and harder to control. Second, pyramids typically require blurring of the 
large scales before reducing their pixel dimensions in order to prevent aliasing (Forsyth and 
Ponce, 2003). Blurring would lead to unwanted delocalization of the large scale signals.  
 The sub-sampling technique used for the model presented here is equivalent to nearest 
neighbors image reduction. Since sub-sampling works well, it would be possible to create the 
model with a pyramid architecture that ignored potential aliasing effects, by not blurring the 
image before using nearest neighbors image reduction. However, one would still have to deal 
with the first issue of having interactions between scales and depths of different pixel 
dimensions. In addition, the current sub-sampling framework takes less time to simulate than a 
pyramid architecture, since the current sub-sampling framework samples image positions less 
densely than a pyramid architecture would at smaller scales.   
 
6 Conclusion 
This article develops the LIGHTSHAFT model of how visual cortical areas interact to convert a 
textured 2D image into a surface representation of 3D shape. This was achieved by incorporating 
and extending ideas from the FACADE and 3D LAMINART models, with an emphasis on 
multiple-scale filtering, boundary grouping, and surface filling-in. The successful simulation of 
the Todd and Akerstrom (1987) data, the elliptical cylinder, the slanted plane and the golf ball 
depended on four main facets of the model: the scale-to-depth and depth-to-scale maps, 
cooperative-competitive bipole grouping, depth competition, and boundary-gated surface capture 
and filling-in. These components ensure that coherently grouped texture elements can be 
assigned to the appropriate depths, while incoherently grouped texture elements are typically 
mapped to a single depth. It remains to integrate the model into a larger FACADE theory that is 









Appendix A: Model Equations 
Here we define the equations of the model described in Section 3. The parameter values used in 
the simulations are presented in Table 1 of Appendix F.  
 Each model neuron is typically modeled as a single voltage compartment in which the 
membrane potential, )(tv , is given by 
),())(()())(())(()( tgEtvtgEtvgEtvtv
dt
dC inhibinhibexcitexcitleakleakm −−−−−−=  (A.1)
where E represents reversal potentials, leakg  is a constant leakage conductance, and the time-
varying conductances )(tgexcit  and )(tginhib  represent the total inputs to the cell (Grossberg, 
1973; Hodgkin, 1964). Most of the following network equations are instances of this general 
membrane equation, where, for simplicity, the capacitance term mC  was set equal to 1, the 
leakage conductance is relabeled as Agleak = , the excitatory and inhibitory reversal potentials are 
relabeled as: BEexcit = and CEinhib = , and the leakage reversal potential is set to: 0=leakE . Then 
equation (A.1) can be rewritten as a membrane, or shunting equation: 
,)()( inhibexcit gCvgvBAvvdt
d +−−+−=  (A.2)
where A is a constant decay rate, B is a excitatory saturation potential, C is a hyperpolarization 
parameter, excitg  is the total excitatory input, and inhibg  is the total inhibitory input.  
 
A.1 Stage 1. LGN Shunting Network 
The first stage of the model is the ON and OFF shunting network that processes the input image 
directly. These equations represent multiple-scale single-opponent networks where scale is 
indexed by s = 1,..,6 ( 1=s  for smallest, 6=s  for largest). The activity +ijsa  of the ON cell at 






d Γ∑+−Φ∑−+−= ++++  (A.3)
In equation (A.3), parameter A  represents the decay rate, B  represents the excitatory saturation 
potential, pqijsΦ  represents the isotropic normalized Gaussian on-center kernel as defined in 
equation (A.7), pqI  is the input image at position ),( qp , C  is the hyperpolarization parameter, 
and pqijsΓ  represents the isotropic normalized Gaussian off-surround kernel as defined in 
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In equation (A.5) the excitatory and inhibitory kernels of the ON cell in equation (A.3) are 
















The two isotropic Gaussian kernels, pqijsΦ  and pqijsΓ , obey the following equations: 



















































where for the center kernel, pqijsΦ , the standard deviation, sφ , varies with the scale indexed by s. 
Likewise, for the surround kernel, pqijsΓ , the standard deviation, sη , also varies with the scale 
indexed by s. In the normalizing sums in the denominators of equations (A.7) and (A.8), u and v 
represent dummy positional variables.  
The activity +ijsA  of the ON push-pull cell at image position ),( ji  and scale s, spatially 
sharpens the contrast-enhanced LGN ON cell activity: 
[ ] ,+−++ −= ijsijsijs aaA  (A.9) 
where +ijsa  is the ON cell activation, and 
−
ijsa  is the OFF cell activation. The activity 
−
ijsA  of the 
OFF push-pull cell at image position ),( ji  and scale s, spatially sharpens the contrast-enhanced 
LGN OFF cell activity: 
[ ] .++−− −= ijsijsijs aaA  (A.10)
These ON and OFF push-pull cells provide a multiple-scale contrast-enhanced representation of 
the input image. This formulation for the model’s simplified LGN stage has been adapted from 
Grossberg et al. (1995).  
 
A.2 Stage 2. Simple cells 
The simple cell response depends on the LGN response convolved with odd or even symmetric 
kernels. The activity of the ON, ijkzsyR , and OFF, ijkzsyL , sub-regions of the simple cells at 
position ),( ji , orientation k, contrast polarity z, scale s and filter symmetry y (i.e., odd or even) 
obeys: 
[ ] ,++Χ∑= ijspqijkzsy
pq
ijkzsy AR  (A.11)
and  
[ ] ,−+Χ−∑= ijspqijkzsy
pq
ijkzsy AL  (A.12)
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where pqijkzsyΧ  represents the odd ( 1=y ) and even ( 2=y ) symmetric simple cell filters (defined 
in Appendix A.2.1) of orientation k, contrast polarity z, scale s and symmetry y, +ijsA  and 
−
ijsA  
represent the ON and OFF LGN responses, respectively. In the model implementation, the 
orientations take the range k = 1,..,16, while contrast polarities are positive or negative, z = -1, 1. 
The simple cell activity, ijkzsyB , at position ),( ji , orientation k, contrast polarity z, scale s and 
symmetry y, is then determined by the following equation, in which activity is the rectified sum 
of the activities of each sub-region, minus their absolute difference: 
,|]|[ +−−+= ijkzsyijkzsyijkzsyijkzsyijkzsy LRLRB  (A.13)
where, ijkzsyR  and ijkzsyL  are the ON and OFF subregions of the simple cells, respectively. This 
formulation for the simple cells is adapted from Gove et al. (1995) and Raizada and Grossberg 
(2001).  
 
A.2.1 The Odd and Even Filters 
The odd-symmetric simple cell filter, 1pqijkzsΧ , of orientation k, contrast polarity z, scale s and 
symmetry 1=y  is defined by a Difference Of Offset Gaussians (DOOG): 
,1 pqijkzsijkzspqijkzs ΩΚ=Χ  (A.14)
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and the odd-symmetric DOOG filter, pqijkzsΩ , with orientation k, contrast polarity z and scale s is 

















































In equation (A.16), pqG  represents a generalized 2D Gaussian, defined by equation (A.17), that 
can be elongated and oriented. The parameter sϕ  represents the standard deviation of the 
Gaussian in the direction perpendicular to the direction of orientation (width), while sι  
corresponds to the standard deviation of the Gaussian in the direction of orientation (length). 
Parameter sδ  controls the separation of the Gaussians along the direction perpendicular to the 
direction of orientation. The parameters sϕ , sι  and sδ  are all indexed by scale s, and kθ  defines 
the orientations of the DOOG filter.  
The generalized 2D Gaussian, ),,,,( θβαjiGpq , used in equation (A.16) is given by: 
( ) ( ),),,,,(exp),,,,(exp 1),,,,( θβαθβαθβα jifjifjiG pquvuvpq ∑=  (A.17)
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where positions ),( ji  vary over the filter support (centered at position ),( qp ). In the sum, u  
and v  are used as dummy variables. Parameters α  and β  are constants determining the 
standard deviations of the major and minor axes of the Gaussian, respectively. They determine 
how elongated the Gaussian is. On the other hand the parameter θ  determines the orientation of 
the Gaussian. The function ),,,,( θβαjif pq  is given by: 
( ),))(,,())()(,,(2))(,,(
2
1),,,,( 2222 jqcjqipbipajif pq −+−−+−−= θβαθβαθβαβαθβα  
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The even-symmetric simple cell filter, 2pqijkzsΧ , of orientation k, contrast polarity z, scale s 
and symmetry 2=y  is defined by a Difference Of Gaussians (DOG): 
,2 pqijkzsijkzspqijkzs ΘΜ=Χ  (A.22)
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and the even-symmetric DOG filter, pqijkzsΘ , with orientation k, contrast polarity z and scale s is 
given by  
)),,,,,(),,,,(( ksspqksspqpqijkzs jiGjiGz θικθιϕ −=Θ  (A.24)
In equation (A.24), pqG  represents the generalized 2D Gaussian defined by equation (A.17). The 
parameter sϕ  represents the standard deviation of the narrower Gaussian in the direction 
perpendicular to the direction of orientation (inner width). As was the case with the DOOG, the 
parameter sι  corresponds to the standard deviation of the Gaussian in the direction of orientation 
(length), while sκ  corresponds to the standard deviation of the outer Gaussian in the same 
direction (outer width). The parameters sϕ , sι  and sκ  are all indexed by scale s, and kθ  defines 






A.3 Stage 3. Complex Cells 
The activity ijksc  of the complex cell at position ),( ji , orientation k, and scale s, depends on the 
pooled odd and even simple cell responses of opposite-polarity, in a manner adapted from 
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where 
),0,max(][),( λλλ −=−= + xxxw  (A.26)
for which x is a real variable and λ  is a real parameter (in the case of equation (A.25) 0=λ ). In 
equation (A.25), the sum is over the simple cell index z which has the values of either 1 or -1 
depending on the contrast polarity of the filter, and index y which has the values 1=y  for odd 
and 2=y  for even filter symmetry. For the corresponding position, orientation and scale, 
syzijkB )(  and syzijkB )(−  represent the odd and even simple cell activations of opposite contrast 
polarity. The output signal of the complex cells, ijksC , results from thresholding the activity, ijksc : 
),( γijksijks cwC =  (A.27)
where the signal function (.,.)w  is given by equation (A.26) and γ  is the threshold parameter.  
 
A.4 Stage 4. Spatial Competition Cells 
The spatial competition cells are represented by a shunting network with concentric DOG 
interaction kernels. The bottom-up input comes from the multiple-scale complex cells, ijksC , and 
the top-down feedback comes from the multiple-depth bipole cells, ijkdF . Both these inputs come 
from position ),( ji  and orientation k. However, the ijksC  input comes from scale s, while the 
ijkdF  input comes from depth d. These inputs combine to give a total input ijksT  to the spatial 
competition cell at position ),( ji , orientation k, and scale s:  
).1( ijkdds
pq
ijksijks FWDCT ∑+=  (A.28)
Here depth is indexed by d = 1,..,6 ( 1=d  for furthest, 6=d  for nearest) and D  is the top-down 
gain parameter. Parameters dsW  correspond to the weights that realize the scale-to-depth 
mapping. The activity ijksl  of spatial competition cells at position ),( ji , orientation k, and scale s 
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where E  represents the decay rate, F  represents the excitatory saturation potential, pqijsΡ  
represents the on-center kernel, ijksT  is the total input to the spatial competition cells, G  is the 
hyperpolarization parameter, and pqijsΥ  represents the off-surround kernel. Moreover, the two 
isotropic Gaussian kernels, pqijsΡ  and pqijsΥ , obey the following equations: 
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respectively, where for the on-center kernel, pqijsΡ , the standard deviation of sϑ  is used for each 
of the scales indexed by s, and for the off-surround kernel, pqijsΥ , the standard deviation of sς  is 
used for each of the scales indexed by s. In the sums of equations (A.30) and (A.31), u and v 















The output signal of the spatial competition cells is the half-wave rectification of the activity ijksl : 
.][ += ijksijks lL  (A.33)
These equations for the spatial competition stage have been adapted from Grossberg et al. 
(1995).  
 
A.5 Stage 5. Orientation Competition Cells 
The orientation competition cells receive input from the spatial competition cells, ijksL . The 
activity ijkse  of the orientation competition cell at position ),( ji , orientation k, and scale s obeys 






d Ζ∑+−Ν∑−+−=  (A.34)
where H  represents the decay rate, I  represents the excitatory saturation potential, r = 1,..,16 
indexes over the orientations, krΝ  represents the orientation on-center kernel, ijksL  is the input 
from the spatial competition cells, J  is the hyperpolarization parameter, and krΖ  represents the 
orientation off-surround kernel. The two Gaussian kernels, krΝ  and krΖ , both obey the 
following equations: 
))(exp( 2krKkr −−=Ν μ  (A.35)
and 
),)(exp( 2krLkr −−=Ζ ν  (A.36)
for which k and r index orientation, K  and L  are weighting parameters and μ  and ν  control 
















The output signal of the orientation competition cells is the half-wave rectification of the activity 
ijkse : 
.][ += ijksijks eE  (A.38)
These equations for the orientation competition stage have been adapted from Grossberg and 
Mingolla (1985b, 1987).  
 
A.6 Stage 6. Bipole Grouping Cells 
The multiple-depth bipole cells group signals from the multiple-scale orientation competition 
cells. The input ijkdU  to the bipole cells at position ),( ji , orientation k, and depth d is defined as 
a weighted and thresholded sum of the orientation competition cell responses, ijksE :  
),,( σijksdssijkd EWwU ∑=  (A.39)
where ijksE  and ijkdU  lie at position ),( ji  and orientation k. However, ijksE  lies at scale s, while 
ijkdU  lies at depth d. Signal function (.,.)w  is defined by equation (A.26). Parameters dsW  are the 
weights that realize the depth-to-scale mapping. The activity ijkdf  of the bipole cells at position 


















where M  represents the decay rate, N  represents the excitatory saturation potential, O  
represents the bottom-up input weight, ijkdU  is the total input to the bipole cells, 
L
pqrijkdΗ  and 
R
pqrijkdΗ  represent the left and right lobes of the bipole grouping filter, respectively, and are 
defined in the immediately following Appendix A.6.1, P  is the hyperpolarization parameter, and 
ijkdLZ  and ijkdRZ  correspond to the left and right inhibitory interneurons (see equations (A.42) and 
(A.43)) that act to assure the selectivity of each bipole cell. At equilibrium, equation (A.40) 
















The activations of the left, ijkdLZ , and right, ijkdRZ , inhibitory interneurons at position ),( ji , 





















where for the left inhibitory interneuron response, ijkdLZ , the left lobe of the bipole filter, 
L
pqrijkdΗ , 
is convolved with the total bipole input, ijkdU , and the right inhibitory neuron activation, ijkdRZ , 
inhibits the left inhibitory interneuron through the denominator; and vice versa for the right 
inhibitory interneuron response, ijkdRZ . Parameter Q  is the interneuron cross-inhibitory weight.  
 The output of the bipole cells ijkdF  results from thresholding the activity ijkdf : 
),,( τijkdijkd fwF =  (A.44)
where τ  is the output threshold parameter and the signal function (.,.)w  is defined by equation 
(A.26). These equations defining the bipole cells have been adapted from Raizada and Grossberg 
(2001).  
 
A.6.1 Bipole Kernel 
The kernels LpqrijkdΗ  and RpqrijkdΗ  are obtained from the set of bipole kernels pqrijkdΗ  with 
orientation k, and depth d. For each orientation k, the kernel LpqrijkdΗ  is the left (L) lobe of the 
bipole that is defined in equation (A.53), while RpqrijkdΗ  is the right (R) lobe of the bipole that is 
defined in equation (A.54). The bipole kernel pqrijkdΗ  for each orientation k is formed by rotating 
the coordinate frame of the kernel below, which corresponds to the vertical bipole filter dpqrij1Η  
(i.e., k = 1) and has been adapted from Gove et al. (1995): 
,1 pqrijdijddpqrij R ΨΚ=Η  (A.45)
where R  is a weighting factor, the normalization factor ijdΚ  for depth d is 
,1
pqrijdpqr
ijd ΨΣ=Κ  (A.46)





























In equation (A.47), the first term in the exponential modulates filter values based on their 
distance pqijΑ  from the bipole’s center: 
.)()( 22 jqippqij −+−=Α  (A.48)
The parameter dρ  determines the position of the peak weights from the center of the bipole filter 
for each depth d, and parameter dξ  determines the overall length of the bipole.  
The second term inside the exponential of equation (A.47) determines the spread of 
bipole sensitivity about the axis of orientation. This term depends on the slope of the tangent at 
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position ),( qp  of the circle with radius pqijΤ , centered at ),0( pqijΤ , which passes through )0,0(  
(the bipole’s origin) and ),( qp . The circle and its tangent are defined by equations (A.51) and 





















The parameter dψ  constrains the angular spread of the bipole weight strengths away from the 















In particular pqijΤ  is the radius of the following circle equation: 
( ) ( ) ,222 pqijpqijqp Τ=Τ−+  (A.51)








The third term inside the exponential of equation (A.47) determines the spread of the 
bipole’s cross-orientational sensitivity. The parameter rθ  represents the angle of each cross-
orientation r, and the parameter dζ  constrains the angular spread with which an arbitrary cross-
orientation can influence the bipole weights. When computing pqijr Β−θ  in equation (A.47) it is 
important to make sure that angular values between ]2,0[ π  are used for rθ  and pqijΒ . 
 The left L dpqrij1Η  and right R dpqrij1Η  lobes of the vertical bipole filter (k = 1) for depth d are 
given as follows: 
[ ] ,11 +Η=Η dpqrijL dpqrij  (A.53)
and 
[ ] .11 +Η−=Η dpqrijR dpqrij  (A.54)
 
A.7 Stage 7. Depth Competition Cells 
The depth competition cells pool the bipole cell responses from all orientations and then compete 
across depth with uniform strength. The activity ijdg  of the depth competition cell at position at 












where S  represents the decay rate, T  represents the excitatory saturation potential, ijkdF  
represents the input from the bipole cell at position ),( ji , orientation k, and depth d, υ  
represents the input threshold, U  is the hyperpolarization parameter, V  is the across-depth 
inhibitory weight parameter, and v is the dummy variable for the sum over depth. At equilibrium, 
























The output of the depth competition cells ijdG  results from thresholding the equilibrium activity 
ijdg : 
),,( ωijdijd gwG =  (A.57)
 where ω  is the output threshold parameter and (.,.)w  is defined by equation (A.26).  
 
A.8 Stage 8. Surface Filling-In Domain Cells 
The surface Filling-In Domain, or FIDO, cells within the FCS, prevent inputs from the ON and 
OFF LGN cells (pooled over scale) from spreading across the multiple-depth boundary inputs 
that they receive from the BCS. The total input ±ijV  from the ON (+) or OFF (-) LGN cells, 
respectively, at position ),( ji  and summed over scale s, takes the form: 
,±± ∑= ijssij AV  (A.58)
where ±ijsA , as in equation (A.9), represents the activity of the ON (+) or OFF (-) LGN cell at 
position ),( ji  and scale s. The input from the BCS is the output ijdG  of the depth competition 
cells, indexed by position ),( ji  and depth d, as in equation (A.57). These boundary signals gate 
the spread of filling-in. The activity ±ijdh  of the ON (+) and OFF (-) FIDO cell at position ),( ji  
















)}1,(),,1(),,1(),1,{( ++−−=Δ jijijijiij  (A.61)
are the nearest-neighbor cells with which the diffusion occurs around cell ),( ji . The parameters 
δ  and ε  are non-negative constants. Increasing δ  increases diffusion of the feature signals, 





A.9 Stage 9. 3D Surface Representation 
The activity ijdx  of the 3D surface representation at position ),( ji  and depth d is determined by 
subtracting the OFF FIDO cell responses −ijdh  from the ON FIDO cell responses 
+
ijdh : 
.−+ −= ijdijdijd hhx  (A.62)
 
Appendix B: Model Filters 
Four sets of spatial filters were used in this model: LGN center-surrounds, simple cell DOGs and 
DOOGs, spatial competition center-surrounds, and bipole grouping filters. The sizes of the filter 
supports are given in Table 1 of Appendix F. Figure 16a diagrams the relative sizes of the LGN 
center-surrounds for all six scales. The centers are positioned on the left and the surrounds on the 
right. Figure 16b diagrams the relative sizes of the vertical simple cell DOGs (left) and DOOGs 
(right). Figure 16c diagrams the relative sizes of the spatial competition stage center-surrounds 
for all six scales. The centers are positioned on the left and the surrounds on the right. Figure 16d 
shows the vertical bipole filter which is the same size for all depths.  
[Fig. 16 about here.]  
 
Appendix C: Scale-to-Depth Map, Case 1: Triangular Map Matrix   
Scale-to-depth map, dsW , occurs when the multiple-scale orientation competition cells project to 
the multiple-depth bipole cells (see Appendix A.6), while the depth-to-scale map, sdW , occurs 
when the multiple-depth bipole cells project to the multiple-scale spatial competition cells (see 
Appendix A.4). Both of these mappings are defined by a matrix representing ideas based on the 








where 25.1,65.0,43.0,40.0,41.0,47.0=dω  for depths d =1,..,6, respectively, ( 1=d  for furthest, 
6=d  for nearest) and 08.0=α . The depth-to-scale map matrix is given by dssd WW = . The 
bowing of the depth weights, dω , is consistent with the idea that the middle scales are activated 
more optimally than the outlying, large and small, scales since the optimal sensitivity of the 
middle scales lies near the center of the expected statistical distribution of texture element sizes 
of the images investigated. In particular, the depth weights, dω , are smaller for the middle scales 
than they are for the outlying scales. Figure 17 visualizes this property by showing that the 
maximum activation (solid line) of the complex cells in response to the number 5 high 
perspective (HP) ellipsoid is greatest for the middle scales. This maximum activation curve best 
reflects the optimal activation of the complex cells across scale. The average activation (dashed 
line) of the complex cells across scale does not show the same trend. Instead, the average 
activation increases with scale size probably because the large scales are sensitive to more distant 
regions of the image, allowing them to respond at more points in the image, whether the 
responses be optimal or sub-optimal. The dash-cross and dash-circle lines represent the average 
activation plus or minus half of one standard deviation, respectively.    
[Fig. 17 about here.] 
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Appendix D: Scale-to-Depth Map, Case 2: Conservation of Synaptic Sites  
This case is a variation upon the triangular map matrix which also represents ideas based on the 
size-depth and size-disparity correlations. This case ensures that the sum of the input weights 
projecting to each depth, or each scale, is constant across all depths and scales, thereby 
conserving the number of synaptic sites attaching to a bipole cell of a given depth, or a spatial 






























In this case the depth weights, ∑
s
dsMχ , and scale weights, ∑
d
sdMχ , increase with scale size 
because the near depths and large scales receive input from fewer scales and depths, respectively. 
Thus they need larger weights to ensure that the sum of the input weights to each depth or each 
scale is the same. 
 
Appendix E: Scale-to-Depth Map, Case 3: Diagonal Map Matrix    
For this case, a purely diagonal map matrix was used such that the scale-to-depth and depth-to-
scale maps were one-to-one. Thus this matrix only represents the size-depth correlation. The 



























The depth-to-scale map matrix is given by dssd WW = . In this case, the diagonal depth weights 
also bow, however there is greater weight at the far depths, compared with the triangular map 




Appendix F: Table of Model Parameters 
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Figure 1. Todd and Akerstrom (1987) images and the corresponding depth maps computed from 
the depth competition stage of the model (for the triangular map matrix case as explained in 
Section 3). Top row: image and depth map pairs for HP case, 2nd row: LP, 3rd row: CCE, 4th 
row: CCS and bottom row: RO. See text for explanation of image construction and 




depth of the surface in the image. Note that the human perception of depth for this figure is 





















Figure 2. Comparison of Todd and Akerstrom (1987) judged depth data with the standard 
deviations of depth computed from the depth maps of the three different model scale-to-depth 
maps. (a) Todd and Akerstrom (1987) judged depth data where the plotted curves correspond to 
the five different combinations of projection and texture seen in Figure 1: HP (solid), LP 
(dashed), CCE (solid-with-crosses), CCS (solid-with-circles) and RO (dash-dot) conditions. (b), 
(c) and (d) plot the standard deviations of depth computed from the depth maps of the model 
with the triangular map matrix, the diagonal map matrix and conservation of synaptic sites, 
respectively. Section 3 describes the meaning of these 3 model cases. In (a) the y-axis indicates 
the judged depth of the ellipsoid and in (b), (c) and (d) the y-axis represents the standard 
deviation of each depth map. The x-axis indicates the simulated depth of the ellipsoid. (Data 
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LIGHTSHAFT MODEL
Competition across orientation, within scale, 
within position, 





ON filling-in domain, OFF filling-in domain,
Bipole grouping across position, within 
depth, across orientation, 
Competition across position, within 
scale, within orientation,
Complex cell pools EVEN and ODD signals across polarity,
EVEN simple cell within orientation, within        
scale, within position, within polarity,
ODD simple cell within orientation, within       
scale, within position, within polarity,
Grayscale Input Image, 
ON LGN push-pull channel,
ON LGN shunting network, +ijsa
+
ijsA
OFF LGN shunting network, −ijsa


















Figure 3. LIGHTSHAFT Model Diagram. Each stage is denoted by its symbol defined in 
Appendix A. Boundary Contour System (BCS) stages are surrounded by solid lines, Feature 






























Figure 4. Schematic of model circuit. LGN ON and OFF channels first process the image using 
center-surrounds and then push-pull interactions (see Appendix A.1). Their activations project to 
both the BCS and the ON and OFF filling-in channels. The BCS gates filling-in of the LGN 
lightness signals at the appropriate depths. The OFF filling-in response is subtracted from the 

































































Figure 5. Schematic of the BCS circuit. ODD and EVEN simple cells process the ON and OFF 
LGN input. Complex cells pool the simple cell responses. Spatial competition cells spatially 
sharpen the complex cell response. Orientation competition cells then orientationally sharpen the 
spatial competition cell responses. Bipole cells group the orientation competition signals then 
feedback to the spatial competition cells to selectively enhance the groupings. Finally depth 
competition cells refine the bipole cell depth representation, before projecting to the ON and 





















































Figure 6. (a) Schematic of scale-to-depth map for the triangular map matrix and conservation of 
sites cases where the multiple-scale cells (indicated by ellipses) project to the multiple-depth 
bipole grouping cells (indicated by infinity-type symbol), which in turn provide feedback to the 
multiple-scale cells, thus completing the cooperative-competitive feedback loop. The left bipole 
cell corresponds to the farthest depth, and in accordance with the scale-to-depth map of these 
cases, receives input from, and provides feedback to, all of the scales. The middle bipole cell 
corresponds to a mid-range depth and receives input from, and provides feedback to, only the 
larger scales. The right bipole cell corresponds to the nearest depth and receives input from, and 
provides feedback to, only the largest scale. (b) For the diagonal map matrix case the far bipole 

























































Figure 7. Number 5 HP case: (a) LGN ON response, (b) LGN OFF response, and (c) complex 
cell response. In (a), (b) and (c) the top left panel corresponds to the smallest scale, then moving 
right along the rows and down along the columns corresponds to an increase in scale. The 





down on the right).  For each panel with grayscale images, here and in Figures 8 through to 14, 
the brighter the image at a given point the stronger the activation at that point. For each panel in 
(a) and (b), and in the filling-in stage figures, the dimensions are 481 x 481 pixels. For each 
panel in (c) and in the needle plots in Figures 8 through to 14, a longer needle of a given 
orientation indicates greater activation for that orientation. Moreover, for each panel here and the 




















































































Figure 8. Number 5 HP case: (a) spatial competition cell response, (b) orientation competition 
cell response, (c) bipole grouping cell response, and (d) depth competition cell response. In (a) 
and (b), the top left panel corresponds to the smallest scale, then moving right along the rows and 




corresponds to the furthest depth, then moving right along the rows and down along the columns 
corresponds to moving nearer in depth. These simulations involved the triangular map matrix 























































































Figure 9. Number 5 HP case: (a) ON filling-in, (b) OFF filling-in, and (c) 3D surface 
representation. In (a), (b) and (c), the top left panel corresponds to the furthest depth, then 
moving right along the rows and down along the columns corresponds to moving nearer in depth. 














































Figure 10. Number 1 HP case: (a) bipole grouping cell response and (b) depth competition cell 
response. In (a) and (b), the top left panel corresponds to the furthest depth, then moving right 
along the rows and down along the columns corresponds to moving nearer in depth. These 













































Figure 11. Number 5 LP case: (a) complex cell response and (b) depth competition cell 
response. In (a), the top left panel corresponds to the smallest scale, then moving right along the 
rows and down along the columns corresponds to an increase in scale. In (b), the top left panel 
corresponds to the furthest depth, then moving right along the rows and down along the columns 
corresponds to moving nearer in depth. These simulations involved the triangular map matrix 













































Figure 12. Number 5 CCE case: (a) complex cell response, (b) bipole grouping cell response, (c) 
depth competition cell response, and (d) 3D surface representation. In (a), the top left panel 
corresponds to the smallest scale, then moving right along the rows and down along the columns 
corresponds to an increase in scale. In (b), (c) and (d), the top left panel corresponds to the 






























































































Figure 13. Number 5 CCS case: (a) complex cell response, (b) bipole grouping cell response, (c) 
depth competition cell response, and (d) 3D surface representation. In (a), the top left panel 
corresponds to the smallest scale, then moving right along the rows and down along the columns 




furthest depth, then moving right along the rows and down along the columns corresponds to 






















































































Figure 14. Number 5 RO case: (a) complex cell response, (b) bipole grouping cell response, (c) 
depth competition cell response, and (d) 3D surface representation. In (a), the top left panel 
corresponds to the smallest scale, then moving right along the rows and down along the columns 




furthest depth, then moving right along the rows and down along the columns corresponds to 











































































Figure 15. Elliptical cylinder (left column), slanted plane (middle column) and golf ball (right 
column) depth maps computed using the triangular map matrix, the diagonal map matrix and 
conservation of sites (2nd, 3rd and 4th rows respectively). The golf ball photo was adapted from 
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Figure 16. Spatial filters of the model: (a) The relative sizes of the LGN center-surrounds for all 
six scales. The centers are positioned on the left and the surrounds on the right. (b) The relative 
sizes of the vertical simple cell DOGs (left) and DOOGs (right). (c) The relative sizes of the 




and the surrounds on the right. (d) The vertical bipole filter. The longer a needle of a given 
orientation the stronger the filter weight for that orientation. In (a)-(d), The dashed box indicates 



























































Figure 17. Activation values across complex cell scale for the number 5 HP case. Scale size 
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                               Table 1 
Name  Symbol  Value 
Stage 1: LGN Shunting Network   
Decay rate  A  1  
Excitatory saturation potential  B  1  
Hyperpolarization parameter C  1.01  
Center kernel standard deviation for each of the 
6 scales 
sφ  1  
Surround kernel standard deviation for each of the  
6 scales 
sη  2.0000, 3.2000, 5.1200, 8.1920, 13.1072, 
20.9715  
Center and surround kernel support size (pixels)  
for each of the 6 scales 
 13, 21, 35, 51, 83, 131  
General oriented cell parameters   
Total number of orientations   16  
Orientation angles (radians)  kθ   From 2π  stepping by 16π− to 167π−  
Stage 2: Simple Cells   
Odd filter Gaussian separation parameter  
for each of the 6 scales  
sδ  0.5000, 0.8000, 1.2800, 2.0480, 3.2768, 
5.2429  
Odd and even filter Gaussian width parameter 
for each of the 6 scales  
sϕ  0.5000, 0.8000, 1.2800, 2.0480, 3.2768, 
5.2429  
Odd and even filter Gaussian length parameter 
for each of the 6 scales  
sι  1.5000, 2.4000, 3.8400, 6.1440, 9.8304, 
15.7286  
Outer width parameter of the even filter  
Gaussian for each of the 6 scales  
sκ  0.8000, 1.2800, 2.0480, 3.2768, 5.2429, 
8.3886  
Odd and even filter support size (pixels)  
for each of the 6 scales  
 17, 21, 31, 47, 67, 103  
Stage 3: Complex Cells   
Threshold parameter  γ  0.01  
Stage 4: Spatial Competition Cells   
Depth-to-scale map matrix  dsW  see Appendices C, D and E  
Bipole-feedback modulation parameter D  17  
Decay rate  E  1  
Excitatory saturation potential F  1  
Hyperpolarization parameter G  0.5  
Center kernel standard deviation for each of the  
6 scales 
sϑ  0.6819, 1.0911, 1.7457, 2.7931, 4.4690, 
7.1504  
Surround kernel standard deviation for each of the  
6 scales 
sς  1.3638, 2.1821, 3.4914, 5.5862, 8.9380, 
14.3007  
Kernel support size (pixels) for each of the 6 scales  9, 15, 21, 33, 53, 85  
Stage 5: Orientation Competition Cells   
Decay rate  H  1  
Excitatory saturation potential  I  1  
 71
Name Symbol Value 
Hyperpolarization parameter J  0.7 
Orientation-center weight parameter  K  1  
Orientation-surround weight parameter L  0.25  
Orientation-center width parameter  μ  0.3  
Orientation-surround width parameter  ν  0.00006  
Stage 6: Bipole Cells   
Scale-to-depth map matrix  sdW  see Appendices C, D and E  
Decay rate  M  4  
Excitatory saturation potential  N  1  
Bottom up input weight factor O  0.01 
Hyperpolarization parameter P  1  
Interneuron cross-inhibitory weight Q  50  
Bipole filter weight factor  R  2 
Input threshold  σ  0.00001 
output threshold  τ  0.00001 
Bipole filter term 1 peak-weight shifting 
parameter for each of the 6 depths 
dρ  4.8880  
Bipole filter term 1 standard deviation for 
each of the 6 depths  
dξ  2.7931  
Bipole filter term 2 standard deviation for 
each of the 6 depths  
dψ  1.6  
Bipole filter term 3 standard deviation for 
each of the 6 depths  
dζ  0.2  
Bipole filter support size (pixels) for each 
of the 6 depths  
 21  
Stage 7: Depth Competition Cells   
Decay rate  S  1  
Excitatory saturation potential  T  1  
Hyperpolarization parameter  U  1  
Inhibitory weighting parameter V  0.2  
Input threshold for each of the 6 depths  υ  0 for map matrix cases 1 and 2, 0.001 for 
map matrix case 3  
Output threshold  ω  0  
Stage 8: Filling-In Cells   
Decay rate  W  10  
Diffusion strength parameter  δ  100000  
Boundary strength parameter  ε  100000  
 
